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Student -Organization President Ai-rested·
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·Coho/an Held In Theh
·o f Food
by John O'Reilly
and Bruce Alan Sidwell
Jim Coholan, two term President of Student Organization, was
charged Monday with burglary,
larceny and possession of stolen
goods in connection with the
disappearance of approximately
one-hundred dollars worth of
foodstuffs from DOWl'ls Hall.
Coholan and another• man,
former Kean student Dava Singh,
were spotted by Campus Pol ice
Officers early Sunday morning as
they were allegedly wheeling a
shopping cart containing
U.S.
maiiba_g across the Vaughn-Eames
parking lot towards the woods.
The two men were stopped for
questioning by Sergeant Stephen
Dryer and Officers John Stroka
and Robert Munnings and upon
inspection of the bag the officers
found it coAtained vegetables.
The two men were then taken to
Campus Police Headquarters and
questioned, but no charges were

a

filed at that time and both were
released.
According to Police department
head Lt. Charles tenkins, the officers returned afterwards to the
vicinity where Coholan and Singh
were originally apprehended and
discovered another U.S. mail bag,
this one containing frozen meat
marked "Food services". The
police decided to bring both
suspects back in but were only
able to locate Singh, who was
then arrested by Officer Munnings.
Somewhere between ten and
elev-en
Monday morning
Coholan, in the company of Dean
of Students Pat Ippolito, surrendered to the Union Township
Police Department and .was formally charged .
Later that afternoon ,Coholan
and .Singh appeared before Union
Township Mun icip al Judge
George Lombardi, who originally
set bail at $10,000 each then

lowered it to $2500 and rema nded the two to the Union County
jail in Elizabeth .
Kean College President Nathan
Weiss was not available for comment on tl:ie matter, however
Dean Ippolito stated in an interyiew on Monday, "I think he
(Coholan) should be treated like
any. other student in this matter, I
don't believe he should be
punished any more than another
student or should be given any
special consideration."
Any action taken against Coholan
will be done by the courts and not
the College. According to Ippolito, "It is not College policy to
punish students twice for the
same cri me. If he is guilty the
courts will decide."
A preliminary hearing will be
hela for Coholan and Singh
before Judge Lombardi next Monday morning i n the Union
Township Municipal Court.
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Photo by Jane Maltz

James

J. Coholan, President o{ Student Qrganiution

Coholan 's Rise
by John O'Reilly

Jim Coholan flr5t. caTne on toffi1"

A recent Council meeting: (I. to r.) Jim Coholan, Anna Church, Dean of Students Pat Ippolito and
Andrew Berns, USSA Director.

IN THIS
ISSUE
THE CUBAN COMMITTEE
IS PLANNING MANY
EVENTS FOR TH IS
SEMESTER!
(PG. 6)
WOMEN'S SPACE WANTS
TO KNOW WHO IT'S
READl;RS ARE.
(PG. 10)
IF YOU HAVE . SOME
LEISURE TIME AND
WONDER WHAT TO DO
WITH IT, SEE RECREATION ROUNDUP.
(PG. 15)
PLUS ALL OUR REGULAR
NEWS, SPORTS, COMIX,
& FEATURES.

Student Activities scene first as a
D:J. then as Assistant News Director for the College radio station
then known as WKCU , back in
1978. At that time the station was
transmitting to the dorms via carrier current, on the AM frequency.
After spending a year on the
radio station Coholan joined the .
Independent where he soon
found himself elected to the
Editor in Chief position after spending just one semester on the
newspaper, first as. a news writer
then News Editor. Coholan was
voted in as ENC to fulfill the vacant position left by Maria Rios.
After serving as Editor for a year
Coholan decided to run for the
Presidency of Student Organization .
.
On March 8, 1979 hi; ea1ily
defeated his two opponents Gus
Garcia and Buck Buchanan.
_Coholan received 278 votes to

(.;It·• gs_ _
Wl~n\tlle

Wignall

,

"'"'ifefl

who

topped Mark
Cichowski by one vote, 289-288.

The March 15, 1979 issue of the
Independent carried the election
results and quoted Coholan as
saying the election was an
"ordeal before and during, from
the disruption at the caAdidate
speeches which were reminiscent
of Nazi tactics, to the absurd unsubstantiated charges made by
my opponent the night before the
election." ,
1n 1986 Coholan stunned the
Kean community by announcing
his intention to seek and unprecedented second term as Student Org. President. Th.is election
proved a little tough~r going for
the incumbent but he still managed to beat opponents L_ou Goga!
and Jim Cre~e: Coholan has served his second term without major
incident until the events of this
past weekend .

A MeSsage From The Vice-Pres_ident
In the ·wake · of recent criminal charges brought against James
Coholan, President of Student Organization Inc., I feel compelled to
make a brief statement on behalf of the organization wh ic_h was built by
and for the students of Kean College.
•
Up until this time the Organization has been controll~d by _students.
Th is is a privilege that is unique among colleges and umvers1t1~s across
the country. Student Organization benefits every one of us m some
way. It may be athletics, academics (special interest groups, club~, etc:),
campus service groups, (i.e. Day Care Center, Campus School, First Aid
Squad etc.) . Last but not least the campus media (radio, newspaper
etc.).
· ·
·
In accordance with Student Organization Constitution, Art. 11, Sec. 2,
I ·have " perform[ed] the duties of the President. in the President's
absence."
·
·
All involved (except James Coholan, who has not kept office hours for
several months) have assumed the resp~:insibility of handling tht
necessary work • involved in maintaining an iiU~onomous S~udent
Government. This includes members of the Executive Board, Finance
Board and Student Council - approximately 56 people. These hardworking people resent the fact that their credibility has been violated by
the actions and inactions of one person. Many of us would be appalled
to serve under this· person in the future.
. .
Please be assured thafthe services provided by Student Organization
will continue to be delivered.
Sincerely,
Marcia Anne Hamilton Vice President

l'llOIO by Jane Maltz

Student" Organization Vice-President Marcia Hamilton
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W e_lcome ~ome Hostages

• y OUr Q Wn BUSlneSS
•
.
Sta rt Ing

1

Three short evening courses on starting and managing a small
business are being offered by the Center for Continuing Professional
'Education at Kean College of New Jersy beginning in March.
They are " Starting and Managing Your Own . Business," "Record
Keeping for Small Business," and "Workshop in Public Relations."
"Starting and Managing Your Own Business," will explain finance,
site location, marketing and other facts required by the new entrpreneur. It will meet on 10 Mondays beginning March .9 at 7:40 p.m.
The instructor will be Anthony Marino, management advisor with the
Small Business Administration (SBA) .
"Record Keeping for Small Business, " which will cover setting up and
keeping proper records, will be taught by Kenneth J . Jones, an SBA
loan specialist. Classes will meet on eight Tuesdays starting at 7:40
p.m., March 10.
·
"Workshop in Public Relations" will demonstrate the enhancement
of the image of businesses and their products or services. Irene Shapiro,
a professional publicist, will be the instructor. The workshop will meet
on eight Wednesdays starting March 18 at 7:40 p.m.
Information on fees and registration can be obtained by phoning the
continuin~ professional education office at 527-2163.

Human Services Sponsors ·
Program
The Institute for Human Services of Kean College of New Jersey is
sponsoring a ten week program; Stress Management and Biofeedback
Training for Parents of Developmentally Disabled Persons. The program will be headed by Arthur L. Terr, Ed.D., Project Direcotr, Biofeedback and Behavioral Medicine, J.F. Kennedy Medical Center, Professor
of Special Education of Kean College of New Jersey and Program
_ Associate of the Institute for Human Services. Program participants will
. learn to identify physical responses to interpersonal stress and to con• trol these responses by biofeedback techniques.
. The training program will be held on ten consecutive Wednesday
evenings beginning February 10, 1981 at Kean College of New Jersey at
a cost of $150.00 per person or $250.00 per couple. Applications for the
ten available spaces are now being accepted. For further information
call Lorraine Flatley (201) 527-2326/2327 or Frances Shockley at (201)
527-2218.
.
.

by Linda Moufang
The 52 American hostages are
, home once more, safe and secure
in the company of family and
friends. Since their return last Sunday, they have been saluted,
acknowledged, and praised in
every city, in every state from sea
to shining sea. There was reunion
at West Point, a gala celebration
in Washington, D.C., hundreds of
local "Welcome Home" parades,
and, to top it all off, a spectacular,
ticker-tape parade in New York
, City; all done to show the
returnees - that the entire nation
loves them and is ecstatically hapPY that they're finally back where
they belong, in the good old U.S.
of A.
But is this constant outpouring
of good wishes and affection
beneficial to the former hostages?
Will it really help them in any
way? I say " No." It's nice to know
that we care about them, and it's
great to see the increase in na- ·
tional pride that has resulted from
this crisis, but too much of a good
thing can sometimes be just as ·
bad as too little. The one thing
that these 52 Americans want
more than anything else in the
world is the chance to return to as
normal a life as possible after be- '
ing isolated and tortured for 14
months . . The incessant media
coverage, the parades, and parties
do not allo~ for this to happen.
They serve only to keep the
returnees in the public eye and
make for a tough time in read-

'G uidance and Counseling Offered .

justing to "normal" living.
We must remember that before
this ordeal ever happened, the
form er hostages were " so-andso' s daughter", " sp-and-so' s
son", and "so-and-so' s husband
or wife"; doing their job in a
foreign country: nothing special,
.nothing out of the ordinary. Now,
they are "Steven . Lauterback, the
former hostage," " Kathryn Koob,
the former hostage," " Robert
Ode, the former hostage," etc., .
etc. .. Former hostages, heroes,
heroines, saints .and prisoners of
war. Wait a minute: Heroes,
heroines and saints they may be,
but prisoners of war they definitely are not! Veterans and prisoners

(i)

1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks.)
'

Local or General Anesthesia

2nd Trimester (16 thru 23 wks.)

1st TRIMESTER
.

LOCAL ONLY UP TO 10 WUtlS
IEDICAOE PATIENTS UP TO 12 WKS.

• fREE PREGNANCY TEST
·• EXAMINATION AND
COUNSELING
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAIC. MORRIS.
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES.

150
$100:

HOURS 9-5 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.
746-1500
IN NJ CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 772-2174
393 BLOOMFIELD AVE
MONTCLAIR N J 07042

"WE CARE ''

-Master Charge • Visa • Bae .

I

Arithmetic -clinic

Y-our school literary magazine, The Grub
Street Writer needs , submissions of poetry,
short stories and artwork now! Drop off your
contributions in The Grub Street mailbox
located in Willis 305, the English Depart. merit. Or bring your submissions to the Grub
Street Writer offices on the 3rd floor of
_Dougall Hall.

This would truly be the greatest
tribute we could ever give them.

Veteran Affairs Brief
•

of

Going back to my original
point, however, like the vets and
P.O.W. ' s, it's time we cease the
fanfare, tlie praise and parades
and let the 52 men and women
who were set free once and for all
last · week pick up their lives
peacefully and privately. We
don 't have to forget that they exist
or dismiss their role in history; just
allow them to once again be " so_and-so' s daughter and son".

Pilgrim Medical Group
ABORTION SERVICES

Kean College's Student Personnel Services Progr~m in guidance and
counseling, designed for full time students, is unique in New Jersey.
Begun in 1979, the program graduated JB full-time students in June
st~uction;
.
by Vicky Schindler
2) a letter from a qualified tutor
1980.
Once again I would like to re. The program is designed to tr~in school guidance counselors, college
mind all veterans and dependants stating he or she ~111 agree to inand post-secondary student personnel workers and professionals in
that their VA benefits for Spring struct you for a specified number
,related fields. It is particularly appropriate for students who are
1981 are not automatic, You must ·of hours- per week. If you do not employed full time in a related field where they c::an be supervised in
bring proof of registration to our know a qualified instructor, your
field work while spending one day each week in course study.
office and · file the necessary professor . can most probably
In-service teachers on a one-year sabbatical may obtain the masters
paperwork. New veterans apply- recommend .
·degree through full-time summer course work and two semesters in exing for benefits for the first time . Bring the above to the VA Oftensive field work.
also need to bring a certified copy fice in the Kean Building and we ,
Former teachers who have not taught for many years may obtain
will give you the necessary paperof their DD-214.
,graduate degrees as well as "50 ~ours of field based experience in the
If you are having a difficult time work, VA 22-1900t, which both
full-time program .
with one of your courses, check you and your tutor- must fill out
. To acquire both the masters degree and certification as a school
with us before you drop it. The and sign. Again, bring this form to
counselor, students must hold a teacher's certificate with one year of
VA will pay you up to $69.00 per the VA Office for Steve Vence,
·teaching experience. Graduate assistantships are available for qualified
month for individual instructio_n our Veterans Coordinator, to apcandidates. .
•
from a private tutor. All you need prove and forwarctfor reimburseMore information may be obtained by calling Dr. Ruth Ward, pro- . to receive tutorial assistance from ment.
_gram coordinator at Student Personnel Services, 527-2509.
the VA is:
1) a letter from your instructor
· verifying your need for tuto~al in_The Arithmetic Center of Kean College is seeking elementary school
. children for diagnosis and remediation of mathematics problems. Inservice teacher specialists will work with the children, under the super. vision of Dr. Phyllis Kavett, Kean College professor of educational arts
and systems. .
•
· The program is scheduled to begin in early March. Participants will
meet on Thursdays from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m. for about eight weeks on the
· Kean College campus. There is .a charge of $15 .to cover the cost
_. paper and materials.
Children between the ages of 8 and 12 will have preference, but
. others may apply and will be accepted on a space available basis. All
children must be escorted to the Arithmetic Center by an adult.
No reports will be sent to schools as a result of this program, and
privacy laws will be respected. Parents however may request test results
or information acquired through diagnostic analysis.
Interested parents may call the college at 527-2175 or 2176 for an ap. plication, which should be returned by February. 15. Parents will be
~ified of their child's acceptance by March 1.

of war from Korea and Vietnam
didn't even get a small part of
what these people have received,
_although justly deserved.

1980 Yearbooks

_Are In!!!

•

•

•

There is one catch. You must initially pay your tutor out of you
own pocket. The maximum
amount of money the VA will
reimburse you is $6.50 per tutor- ·
ing hour at a maximum total of
$69.00 per month.
Receiving tutorial assistance is
always better than failing or dropping out of a course. On the other
hand, if you have no time for
tutoring and feel dropping the
course is the only answer, notify
us the VA Office as soon as possible so your regular benefits will
not be adversely. affected.
Once again, we can be reached
at 527-2028/2029.

Office of the Registrar
IMPORTANT DATES· SPRING 1~81 SEMESTER

They may be picked up by fulltime students according to the
following schfX!ule:

Seniors:

· Juniors:

,

Sophomores:'

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

.Feb. 2-6
Feb. 9-13
Feb. 16-20
' 1:40-5:45
1:40-2:55
10:~12:05
& 1:40-2:55
12:15-2:55
10:~12:05

Full-Tenn
1st
2nd
C'.ounes Half-Tenn H.Jf.Term
Counes Counes
I. SESSION

FIRST DAY OF .CLASSES .... .. .... 1/26/81
LAST DAY OF CLASSES . . . . . . .. . . . 5/29/81

1/26/81
3/25/81

3/26/81
5/29/81

2/2/81
3/4/81
4/1/81

2/2/81
2/13/81
2/26/81

4/2/81
4/2i/81
5/5/81

Ill. PASS/FAIUAUDIT OPTION
LAST DAY TO DECLARE P/F: .· . . ... 2/13/81
LAST DAY TO DECLARE AUDIT:. . . 2/13/81

2/4/81
2/4/81

4/6/81
4/6/81

II. OFF)CIAL WITHDRAWAU

REFUND SCHEDULE
100"4 REFUND.. .. . ... . . .. .....
50"4 REFUND . . ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . .
"WO" GRADE . . .. . ..... . . .... .

& 3- , ·,-4:20
Freshmen not eligiule to
receive 1980 Yearbooks
Kean College I.D . Required

-WEEKDAY MASS
OD

Campus

Every Wednesday
12:10 P.M.
Whiteman Hall
All Students, Faculty
and Staff Invited
PLEASE JOIN USfl

Note: Pass/Fail arid Audit forms are available in the Office of the
Registrar, 1st floor, Admi'nistration Bldg., OR, in the Evening Office (J-106).
Students declaring AUDIT should:
1) secure form from appropriate office
2) secure the approval of the course instructor
.
3) retu.rn approved form to the Office of the Registrar or the
Evening Office.
·
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SPEAK OUT!"

Views From The Mountain

Text by John- O 'Reilly
_ Photos by Jane Maltz
DO YOU THINK BOOKS ARE OVERPRICED AT THE BOOKSTORE
AND WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT Ill

Whispers ·
In
The

Wind

b y John O ' Reilly

"Pale Horse, pale rider, done talce my family away... Oh death
leave one singer to mourn ... "
- Katherine Anne Porter

Yes, the prices should bf!"
lowered. The bookstore should
realize that not all students have
money.
Denise Rotunda-Mastroieni

Yes, they are. I think publishers '
should . -list . the -prices not the '
bookstore. They should use inexpensive materials.
Lauriston Douglas

O'Meara Honored
Dr. John H. O'Meara a member
of the Communication Sciences
Department was inducted as an
Honorary Member of Delta Rho
Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi on
January 25, 1981 .
Dr. O ' Meara is a favorite of
students and faculty alike. His
warmth, openness, enthusiasm ,
love of people and learning are
the trade marks that have made
him such a popular individual.
Jack O' Meara always has room for
one more student in his class. He
takes a personal interest in each

and every student, and is a concerned counselor for all who
need him .
Dr. O ' Meara is easily recognized by his bright cheerful smile and
firm hand shake. He is a human
dynamo as he runs from one
meeting to another, yet he always
takes time to stop and say
" HELLO" to everyone he meets.
Delta Rho is greatly honored to
include this popular and energetic
personality " Professor John Henry
O' Meara" as one of their distinguished members.

VALE.NTINE'S ISCO & ·SA

' .... .

OANCE-

NORTH JERSEY GYNECOLOGICAL CENT-ER
the WQmen'.s t,ealth faciiitv

Yes, they're· very overpriced .
f he solution is go to the Nu Sigma
Phib'ook "exchange.
•

·oate:'. Feb.· 12 - .1981

.

Place: Grill Room
•

Hardly two weeks into the semester yet everywhere you go you hear
that Student Org. is dying. Is it true? When the semester ends will we
the students no longer have control over our own money? If it is true
who's fault is it?
.
. . It seems to us that no one is will ing to take blame for it. The
employees say that its the Executive Board' s fault, tneTr claim 1s that the
Executive Board is never around to do any w ork.
:he me'!1bers of the Executi ve Board, those we could find anyway,
pomt the fingers at each other blam ing everyone else but insisting that
they are always in thei r office ready to work.
And of course there is always the shadow of the Dean's office on the
horizon. Many people fee l that Dean Ippolito would like nothing better
than to see Student O rg. fall apart so he could swoop in and take control of o ur money.
There are also whispers that there has been a serious mismanagement
of student funds by several elected officials. This will be proven either
way when the audit that is being done is completed.
If you never cared about anything that went on at this campus you
better start worrying now because we (the students) are in trouble.
'.Nhether its mismanagement or just plain incompetence that is destroymg Student Org., doesn't matter. If it is destroyed and the Administra. tion takes over w e' re in deep trouble.
The freedoms the Student Body will lose are staggering, it will effect
every Campus Group from the Independent right on down to the Hiking Club. Every time the Administration ~ants something done they can
dangle a sword of Budget cuts over our heads. And if we dare not comply with them, well, it's goodbye money.
What's that you say the students will never let them get away with it.
Ho~ are the Students going to know? You can bet your last dollar that
the Newspaper and the Radio Station will be the first ones to be strangled. It will either be print what we want, play what we say, or you (Campus Media) become an unnecessary strain on our budget.
After the Media goes its only one small step until certain unnecesaary
organizations go. The Black Student Union too m~ent1al trouble
bye-bye. Intramural sports, a big strain on .»ie budget, so long. The
U.S.S.A. office, no too many students might go there to bitch, choY.
group. And so on and so forth until activities are trimmed to the bone
and any possible dissiderit voices are stilled, hopefully forever.
Impossible you say, then how do you explain the takeover of the
front lounge of the Student Center by the Administration for its own
Yes, they are overpriced, buf l uses. We were led to believe that a-student center is just that, a center
don 't know if ,anything can be for the Students to gather and take part in extra curricular activities. Yet
the administration moves in during winter break and takes over a large '
done about it.
•
,
Maria Pinto portion of it. And hardly a whimper is heard from the student body.
Why was no protest formed? Why was no pressure put on the administration to abandon this takeover? Why didn't Student Council at
least condemn this action? No, not here, we only protest against things
that hurt other students, witness the TAG bill protest.
Whatever differences students and student groups may have against
. each other are to be forgotten 'for now. Why don't we get together and
stop Student Org. from dying. Lets support the present Student Government until the elections next mon,th, support them against the administration. ·
We can find out who the workers are and who the hanger-ons are
and when the elections do take place we can turn out the hanger-ons in
force. Pressure has to start immediately though there is no time to
waste.
Even the slightest amount of wasted time can only hasten an administration takeover and the silencing of the student, possibly forever.
The danger is not only real it is present, and if the administration does
takeover there is enormous doubt that they will even leave one sfnger
to mourn an unnecessary and untimely death.

•

Time: Thursday at &:00p·m ?
Price: $2.00 w/i.d.,.. ·.
$2.50 wo/Ld.

AB.O RTION St KV ICES

Tony Monteiro

& i V ~t..\S

Of"' -

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
FREE COUNSELING SER VICES
COMPLETE GYNECOLOGICAL CARE

ij C!.8 I(

a..,rop an•••

I.

L/Ql)Q_R_ANO
BEER SERVED·

,
-

CUBAN . COMMI.T lEE

.

t

Q14r · doors &he.

a lw_a::-~~ open.
- .
-

~
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--'·

~

;,M,;

. ~ - • --- - ~ -...- - -

_____________________,.
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* Male and female sterilization
* Abortion procedures
* Gynecological ·services
* Birth ·cohtrol pills, IUs, diaphragms
* 24 hour Hot Line
* Referral service
.
Call 375-~00 for an immediate, confidential appointment
HOURS: Monday thr.u Saturday, 9-5
40 Union Ave., Suite 104, Irvington, N.J.
Located 1 bloc.k from lrvi!'lgton Center - ary,ple .parkin~
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YOU TI-IINK

MAYBE THE NEXT

EDITORIAL

CHAMBER·ISN'T

·BLANK? -

This past Monday morning the President of Kean College's Student Organization, James T. Cahalan, surrendered himself. to
Union Township police officials in regards to the alleged crimes
of burglary, larceny and possession of stolen property connected
to missing food from Downs HaH.
Because in our free society a person is considered innocent until proven guilty .irregardless of whether that person was seen, by
one or a hundred witnesses, committing 'a crime; that person is
guaranteed fair and unhindered access to the judicial system -permitting,him due process in a court of law.
ro bring this into light in regards to Mr. Coholan, he must be
given this foundation for presenting his case before they
·automatically and without foresight convict him on the spot.
However, certain questions and opinions are naturally surfacing because of his position of authority and influence within the
1
elec.;:ted body of Student Government. Mr. Coholan is, in fact, a
public official elected into the office'Of Student Org. President, an
office which carries with it a large degree of respect, esteem and
influence. The first and foremost question that should be dealt
with is whether he should temporarily step down, possibly for his
own benefit, until the course of law is completed.
The Independent feels that this is an immediate priority
·because of the temporary instability of Student Organization
brought on by the recent departu·res of three of its' employees
amid a\\egations of mismanagement.

It is our opinion that a small contingent of Executive Board of-

ficials has shown itself to be capable of assuming the reins of
power if Mr. Coholan does decide to heed well intentioned advice and temporarily step down and by doing so, the integrity
and autonomy that Student Org: possesses can be maintained
thereby continuing a working, stable relationshjp with funded
·groups, and students on campus.
That is only one of a· possible two courses of action.
.
The second_and mor-e serious problem that has. surfaced is the
allegation that .as ~f February 3, Mr. Coh9lan had not registered
for any classes witbin the Spring semester.
· If this has been or is·found 't o be.tr'ue, then as ·of that date he has
been in violation of the Constitution of Student Organization Arti-·
de Ill, Section I which specifically states that members of Student
Organization shall be full-time undergraduate students.
True, Mr. Coholan had been incarcerated for a period of
twenty-four hours and could not have registered for ~lasses at th~t
time but, school had been in session .for one week prior to the
· time of his-arrest and if this allegation is true1 several logical ques. ·tions arise: Why had he not taken advantage of advance registration? Why did he not take advantage of in:-person registration and
·what were his plans for Student Organization, operating in a
. ·capacity of 'non-student?
These questions and others pose int~resting and imaginative y~t ·
.so far unexplainable answers.
·
.
.
The Independent n·ow calls upon the Executive Board to
review the matters presented before them . and ask that anyone
who can aid in the truthful answering of these questions to come
·forward with their information. If Mr. Cohol.an is found guilty of
these charges then he should immediately and forever relinquish
his title. And if he were to decide to contest then it would not be
boundary ste13ping for Student Council to call for his_impeachment.

_______________________________.

/
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The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to
be taken as official policy or opinion of the college or of Student
Organization. The Independent is distributed . free of charge at
various locations around the campus, however any member of the
college community who takes more than twenty-five copies will be
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· Exhibition - College Gallery

In · en

An Exhbition encompassi ng
nearly 40 years of cultural and art
history in the state of New Jersey
will open 7 February - 19 March
1981. Entitled Rabin & Kruese,

~ers_

Galtery

1935-1974:

Reconstructed, the exhibition

Come Back Pub Sub
Dear Editor,
Since I am one of the many people who frequent the Kean College
Pub, I would like to know what ever happened to the submarine sandwiches that used to be sold there?
I don' t mean the soggy gross ones on the rack, but the ones that the
guy used to go around and sell.
Everyone knows you can't drink on an empty stomach and to leave
the pub in search of food and then return again is ridiGulous. I' m sure
that people would buy more of a good thing!
Whoever is responsible for arranging this should wake up. I know
many other people feel the same way as I do.
Name Withheld

Readers of the Independent- are encouraged to submit letters to the Editor,
voicing their opinion on various topics.

will be held at the College
Gallery, Vaughn Eames Hall,
Kean College of New Jersey,
Union, N.J .
Rabin & Krueger Gallery was
founded and operated by the late
Nathan Krueger and noted art
conservator Bernard Rabin . Active during the years 1935-74,
they made they home in Newark,
New Jersey, where they were instrumental in cultivating the art
and artists of the period. It has
been written that, " the spirit of
Rabin & Krueger Gallery, ever
proressive, alert and in tune with
its time, is synonymous with the
personality of its founders. They
have in ·their brief history played
no small part building up a public
in New Jersey interested in art and
in the furtherance of its develop-

The Radical Review: America Held Hostage

ment. This has come about from
creating a gallery where encouragement and education in art
always stems and where pictures
can be made to seem as common
and interesting as stories."
·
Included in the exhibition are
drawings; paintings, photographs,
prints, and sculptures by such
noted artists as Joseph Stella,
Louis Eilshemius, Adolph Konrad,
Henry Gasser, Bernard Gussow,
Leo Dee, John Grabach, Berenice
Abbot and Margaret BourkeWhite. Addit~nally, the exhibition
will present works by local artists
never before seen in a contemporary light: Will iam S. Loughran,
Bill Witt, Joe Van Ramp, Luigi rist
and Gus Mager. Works are loaned
from numerous public and private
collections.
The College Gallery is open free
to the public Monday-Thursday
10am-2pm & 5-9pm. A preview
will take place Saturday 7
February 1981, 5 to 8pm, to
which the public is invited.
The exibition is made oossible

by generous support from Chubb
& Son and the Prudential Insurance Company of America. It
is also made possible by gifts from
Elizabethtown Gas Corr1pany,
John Kean, the ~ Kean Alumni
Association and the Evening Stu• dent Council.
Three recent Fine Arts
graduates who have received a
measure of success in Museum,
Gallery and Visual Communications fields are responsible for the
making of this exhibition: Nick
Rizzo, ' 76, Donna DeSalvo, '77
and Brenda Sueler, '77.
Other alumni involved: Kate
Krueger Robin, '68, lender of art
works and daughter of the late
Nathan Krueger, founder of the
Rabin and Krueger Gallery, and
Ruth Rosenberg Krueger, '40. 'In
their honor Mrs. Robin has
donated a significant number of
valuable art books to the College
Library.
For further information, contact
Ms. Zara Cohan, Gallery Director,
(201) 527-2307.

by Michael A. Hughes

'fncident of America being held
listed the tollowing as among his Navy announced that Admiral
hostage. History has other lessons disillusionments: the Cl.A. had John J. Hyland, Commander in
that the U.S. government has not let him . be severely criticized in Chief Pacific Fleet, had convened
public, his character denigrated, a court of Inquiry to inquire into
learned from .
On May 1, 1960, the Russians without attempting to set the the circumstances relating to the
shot down Francis Gary Powers record stragiht, even after he had seizure of the U.S.S. Pueblo and
over Russia. Powers in the employ been released from captivity. The the subsequent detention of the
of the Cl.A. at $30,000 a year was Air Force reneged on its written
vessel and the officers and crew.
flying a U-2 intelligence plane promise to let him return to the On May 6, 1968, Secretary of the
On November 4, 1979, the
when he was downed and cap- service after his U-2 contract had Navy John H . Chafee called a
American . embassy in Tehran,
tured . The U.S. dcenied the inci- been fulfilled; the Air Force, furnews conference at the Pentagon
capital city of Iran, was seized by
dent and found themselves red- ther, withheld the Distinguished and issued a formal statement.
rebellious students. In what apfaced and red-handed when the Flying Cross he had been award"The court of Inquiry convened
peared to have been a retaliatory
Russians uncovered the pilot and ed in 1957; and he was not inby the United States Navy to inaction aimed at the United States, the
plane. This wrecked a plann- cluded in the April 20, 1963,
quire into the seizure of U.S.S.
52 Americans were being held
ed summit meeting between secret ceremony in which the
Pueblo by North Korean forces on
hostage. ,he students threatened
Krushchev and President Central Intelligence Agency 23 January 1968 has completed its
to try the Americans as spies, 'if
Eisenhower. Powers was tried in awarded the Intelligence Star to
proceedings." As a result of my
the Shah , Mohammed Reza
August of 1960 for espionage. pilots who had flown U-2 reconreview, I have decided that no
Pahlavi of Iran was not returned .
After the three day trial he was naissance missions.
disciplinary action will be taken
The former Shah had been allowsentenced to two years hard labor
On January 23, 1968, the USS against any of the personnel ined into the United States to
and eight years in a -work camp.
undergo medical treatment.
Pueblo, alone and virtually volved in the Pueblo incident. I
He was lucky, he could have
unarmed, was .seized in interna- will first give you the conclusion
been shot. Powers was tater freed
The United States government
tional waters by six combat units of the court of Inquiry... " He conin a dramatic exchange for Colhad been warned on several ocof the North Korean Navy. One tinued " ... Based upon its findings
casions that if the Shah had been onel Rudolph Abel, a Russian American was killed by ,shellfire. of fact and the formal opinion
. allowed in the country there convicted of spying in the United • The survivors, 80 officers and men which it derived from these· finStates and sentenced to thirty
might be some serious reprecusand two civilian technicians were dings, the court of Inquiry recomsions back in the American em- years in a U .S. penitentiary at . taken into captivity. Eleven mon- mended that Commander Lloyd
bassy. Apparently the U.S. did not Altanta. When Powers was releas- ths later on December 29, 1968 M. Bucher, U.S.N., the comman·feel this to be a serious threat. The ed from Russian imprisonment he
they arrived in San Diego to a ding officer of U.S.S. Pueblo, be
rest is history, al)d history should found himself suddenly tainted,
brought to trial by general courtcrowd of well wish~rs.
despite the CI.A.'s lukewarm apteach a lesson.
. martial for the following five allegproval of his performance. He
This was not, however, the only
On December 27, 1968 the ed offenses: permitting his ship to
be searched while he had the
power to resist; failing to make
immediate and aggressive protective measures when his ship WflS
attacked by North Korean forces;
complying with the orders of-the
Largest Bank is presently recruiting
North Korean forces to follow
in the local area. Morning, r:nid-day, and afternoon shifts
them into port; negligently failii;ig
to complete destruction of
avaUable.
·classified material aboard the
' ~
'
.·~ . . o,
.
U.S.S. Pueblo and permitting
such material to fall into the hands
Our
,starting rate is
per h9ur. We offer paid
of the North Koreans; and
vacatio_
n~ ar.<t .h9,li_d~y~, pe_fl~ipn a~d profi.r ~hari;;~.- ~~ , ...• .,
negligently failing to . ,ensure;
· before departure for sea, that his
offiaers and crew were properly
If you enjoy wor.king in a stimulating and::progressiv'e'. e·n viron,. · · organi zed, stationed and trained
in preparation for emergency
nient, thi's may
the ·position for you ~Pri6r:r:ash handling and/or
destruction of classified material .''
Teller experience is preferred. If interested, please -contact the ·. Other members of the c·rew were
also brought under allegations.
With the return of the American
hostages, perhaps thoughts can
now openly be discussed concerning the taki~g of prisoners during
peacetime. America lias been
held hostage again, this time for
444 days.

Jock

s~over
Valentine

gift.
Dear Ann:
Athletically I'm an AllAmerican. Romantically
I'm a nerd. I'm in love
with a fox.. But the competitio n is rough. Wbat"\\ 1.

give her for Valentine's Day?
Nervously Yours,
Chicken Hunk

Dear Chicken:
Don't punt. Send her
flowers. It's probably the
best play you ever made.
And the easiest. Just go to
your nearest FTD Florist.
He has the perfect
Valentine gift. A beautiful
bouquet that comes in a
special bud vase. Even,
better, you can afford it.
Remember, when in
doubt, rely Qn the magic of
flowers . It's the only way a
chick.en can catch a fox.
·
Good hunting.

HAVING TROUBLE ME_ETING TUITION COSTS?
N.J.'s

PART-TIME TELLERS

MINIMUM

5

$4.15

.

be

Perso'nnel Department to schedul~ l~,_n int~rview . .

the I loiilrcl
·

lot£MBEA F",DIC

200 South Orange Avenue
Livingston, New Jersey 07039
533 - 7467
'

.

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF/VIH

Powers and the crew of tl:ie
· Pueblo were made scapegoats so
1s to avoid the scarring of any of
:he higher-ups . They we re
humiliated and not recogn ized for
the suffering they had undergone
for their country.
The 52 Hostages have returned
to welcoming arms, praise for
their heroics, waiting fam il ies and
friends and yellow· ribbons. They
have not been threatened as badly as their predecessors but all
questions have yet t o be
answered or even asked.

•

Hefping you say it right.
The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is
usually available for less than·
$10.00. As an independent
businessman , each FTD Florist
sets his own prices. Service
charges and delivery may be
additional. <1981 Florists'
Transworld Delivery.

f~·, ~,,,i;
Cuban Coinmittee Flourishs ·A t Kean
by M.C. Burns
A week from tonite the Cuban

Committee will hold a Valentine' s
Day Disco/Salsa. " It's going to be
great," said Reinaldo Blan.co,
secretary of the committee. The
dance will be held in the Grill
Room starting at 8 P.M. Admission is $2 with and $2.50 without
a Kean I.D. He added, " The
disco/salsa has been really well
planned and we' re looking forward to a good turnout."
" This semester we' re coming
up. We' re getting stronger as we
go along," said Rafael Blanco,
president of the Cuban Committee. The disco/salsa is one of
several events currently being
planned by this politically-based
organization . In their first general
meeting' of ' 81, Tuesday, mem-bers ratified their re-vamped constitution and discussed proposed
activities for this semester. Some
~vents under consideration are a

political presentation on the Bay
of Pigs incident of 1961 and a
speaker on the life of Apostol Jose'
Marti, a founder of Cuba .
Because of the political nature
of the committee it does not
receive funding from neither Student Org. or the Administration .
" We need to · maintain our
political independence," explain. ed . Rafael Blanco. He continued,
" The on ly way to be able to deter,
mine our own viewpoint and actions is not to be dependent on
funding from any one source. "
Money used to run the · Cuban
Committee comes from fundraising events and donations.
Al though the foundation of the
group is political, according to
Dania Velasco, the members also
seek to maintain Cuban culture
and to provide a support group for
all Hispanics. Recently, the committee helped 12 Cuban refugees
~ome to school at Kean. Members

COUNSELING CENTER
Bookstore Bu ilding SA 126

Discover yourself, deal with
problems and learn to cope.

.,.

All information is confidential - no written records of interviews
are kept. You can come to the Center to take advantage of our
nume rous services or just whe n you n e ed to talk to someone for

helped the 12 get student loans
and aided them in their settlement here. " The refugees had to
adapt to a whole new system of
life," said Rafael Blanco, " We can
understand t heir difficu lties since
many of us made the same adjustments." Now, according to
Velasco, the committee helps the
students by giving them feedback
and moral support. She added,
" They' re already working on paying back their loans. I think
they've done very well."
Cuban c ·o mmittee meetings are
held once a month and are open
to anyone who's interested . Applications for membership are
available. Acceptance is contingent on the applicants political
views. Rafael Blanco stressed,
" Many of our leaders graduated
last spring and we spend much of
last semester re-organizing. Now,
everything is getting better, we' re
on our way up. "

KEAN MAGAZINE
by Joanne Batta
.
The Kean College Television
Station has been working hard
over vacation to get their show on
the air.
The show called " Kean Magazine" will cover all types of campus activities. It will be a source of
campus awareness. " Kean Magazine" will videotape campus
news, features, and entertainment. The KCTV club hopes to be
taping on a regular basis by the
beginning of March .
Gar~et Gega, the General Manager of KCTV and Joe Bev, the
Operations Director will host the

any reason.
For more informatio n or to make an appointment, drop in or ca ll:
· 527-2082/2081.

show. It will be shown in Sloan
Lounge from 1:40 until 3:00. once
a week. Specia l guests such as the
_Dean of Students and members of

Reading Skills Center

vice to anyone who really wants
to improve their reading skill s.
The program is self-initiating and
has the singular goal of helping a
person to advance to a level of
competency satisfactory to him .

The Reading and Study Skills
Center, located ,n John Hutchinson Hall, Room J202A, will begin
operation on Monday, February
9, 1981 . This year the Center will
be open on Monday and Friday,
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday from 8:00 a.m . to 8:00
p.m.
Initial screening tests provide
the information necessary for an
individualized program in areas
such as reading skills, study skills,
listeni ng skills, and language
development. There will also be
i~~truction in reading comprehen-

sion and speed, test taking,
vocabulary, and . research. The
student and staff member
cooperatively design instruction
that is tailored to the individual's
needs. A significant part of this approach is an attempt to relate the
skills bei ng developed to the individual's course work . Thus, not
only does he improve in general
reading ability but also in course
content. The student works a
minimum of two hours per week
receiving assistance as required
from the · regular staff and
graduate assistants.
The Center seeks to provide ser-

Photo by Ci nda y Kosalka

Rafael Blanco, Cuban Committee President

Student Organization will be appearing. The cartoon " Ted" from
the Indy will be coming to T.V.
In January, two members from
the TV club visited C.A.T.V. in
Elizabeth . Garret Gega stated, " If
the show is satisfactory it will be
featured
on
C . A . T . V.
cablevision ."
" The future of K.C.T.V. looks
great" as Anna Church stated,
" It' II be a lot of work but once the
program gets going, it' ll be a lot of
fun. "
Tom O' Donnel, Advisor of
K.C.T.V. has been a prominent

So as of now, the future of
K.C.T.V. stands behind as arduous work and high aspi rations
of the dedicated students behind
this. We will see in the near future
if their goals collaborate with their
expectations.
The T. V. station is located in a
small office in Dougal Hall. " Any student who has any news events
they would want in the show,
submit it to the office, room 201 ,
Dougal Hall, " Garret contin.ues,
" also anyone interested in
graphi cs, writing , acting ,
stagecrew or any form of prod ucpersonality in the reality o f the
ing contact the office." Approxnew television station . " His help
imately thi rty people are now inand advice has been a great asset
volved in the television club and
_to the station" says Ga r_ret Gega . . thi ngs are looking up.

REACH OUT
The Phi Delta Kappa Club of Kean College will hold its first meeting of
the year on Tuesday, February 10 at 4:30 p.m. in Downs Hall, Room A.
A reception precedes the showing of Join In, Reach Out, a moving
color film, illu strating how handicapped children and others are living
fuller, happier lives through the use of devices deve loped by the
Telephone Pioneers of Am erica. A guest spea ker w ill be on hand to
answ er questions and demonstrate the devices used with children.
This is an excellent presentation for elementary and second ary school
personnel. Reservations for this event ca n be made by calli ng 527-2 162,
Charles Longacre or A nn W alko at 527-2190. M emb~rs of the College
Community are invited to participate.

C.E.C.

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN

. _ NE_EDS YOU !

THE EARL':' CHILDHOOD, ELEMENTARY ED.,
ART ED., SOCIAL WORK, PSYCHOLOGY,
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY, SPECIAL ED.,
AND ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME TO JOIN

JOIN US!
Our meetings are on Tuesdays, College Free
Hour 1:40 - 3:00 p.m. in H utchinson U-137)

SAVE MONEY! SAVE GAS!!

''Wo .
thanks,
t:ftl rat.ier
.iave
an-~ yle:'

DISCOUNT ART SUPPLIES AT

LEISURE ART CE-NTER
ECHO PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
.
ROUTE 22 WEST
SPRINGFIELD, N .J.
376-7317

Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
®

Alllerlcan

ClitNarSoclety

Recruiter will c onduct inte rvi e ws with
seniors & grad students Tues., F e b . 10
in the Career Planning Offi ce .

li.~lllJ~◄
BRUCE ROCKS IN A NEW YEAR
.

,

by Mike Kinney
Here we are, two weeks into
yet another semester at Kean College. And just as everyone else
along your path has, will, or is
otherwise too intelligent to ask;
How did you spe nd your near 5½
week vacation?
•
Much of your precious time was
probably a correlation o_f working,
skiing, taking winter courses
and/or partying; right?
_
1
Fine, because that's just the
right combination needed to produce a fine, upstanding, young
college. student, prepared to
tackle the challenges of the real ·
world.

Okay, now that I ·can dispose of
the " silver shovel" let me ask you
another question . How did you
~elebrate New Year's Eve?
Here is a night conveniently put
aside for, you to casually throwaw~y responsibilities and "ring
_in" the new year with a bang!
Well, for one conformist of
tradition, the Royal Manor North
was the tentative target of festivity. These such plans were
aborted , however, when a
mes.sage was received at 5:00
P.M. (Eastern Standard Time), that
a friend had in possession, two
_spare tickets to see· Bruce S.pri ngs-_

teen at the Nassau Collesium .
Although , $30,00 each, this
deemed as no consequence. After
all, we are programmed to
splurge on this night; are we not?
Thus, our destiny was set, as
five anxious young men piled into
a '75 Chevy Impala with the compass directed towards Long
l6land.
Not five minutes of travelin_g
through the dark of this ·hlistery
cold, Wednesday eve we came to
a composite conclusion (as if we
really needed the cold to decide
it) .
Some form of spirits were needed to warm the heart on this night
of grandeur and coincidentally,
I'm not talking about the ghosts of
Christmas past, present and
future. No, I'm· mentioning the
presence of three cases of " Bud",
two bottles of " Riunite" (red and
white) , a bottle of rare champagne (1982 vintage, $1.50 a
quart) and a bottle of " Cold
Duck" (yes, we have some class!).
The journey to Long Island 'Was
· one of treachery and horror, as
our ~ntourage was forced to bare
1½ hours of friendly chat, tunes
from the rad io and a seemingly
· endless supply of alcohol: Oh,
fate shows no friendship!
After fi nnaly arriving, I couldn't
decide whether or not the tingle
in my spine was caused from the
excitement of the predicatment,
or that I had to take a leak.
Adversity confronted us twofold
upon entering the Collesium.
" Big Beers" were being sold for
$1.75! " Oh no", blurted an accomplice, " now we' re really in
for it!" "In for it" we were, as the
initial bars of " Nights" resounded
as our troupe approached its
destination (the men's room).

, New Jersey's favorite rocker, Bn,ce Springsteen, ushered in the New
Year at Nassau's Coliseum.

Theatre Series To Perform
'Caucasian Chalk Circle'
by Amy G. Goldner
life. The rest of the Com pan')' conThere is never a dull moment sist of multi-talented actors and
for the Kean College Theatre actresses who play everything
Series.
from child ren, to belligerent war" Caberet" closed and two riors, to ancient crones. The Comweeks later auditions were held pany include, James Cronin, Mike
for " The Caucasian Chalk Circle." Kinney, Keith Landherr, Beth
The play is filled with satirical, Newfield, Bob O ' Conner, Garry
despicable and compassionate Tamburro, Pete Trabucco, Vincharacters.
cent Yannone, Gladys DuChanThe Director Dr. Peggy Dunn, tier, Sharon Gawlowski, Alice
cou ld not believe the talented ac- M adden, Lesl ie Spita l, Karen
tors and actresses that auditio ned Scala, Cathi Tully, Janice Ross and for the show. She wanted to grant Ann Uzzolino. The play will
everyone there a part in the play; under the direction of Dr. Peggy
but found that impossible Dunn along with Assistant Direcbecause of the size of the room tor Toni Thompson. The Producwhere the performance will be tion Stage Manager will be Jeff
held. Dr." Dunn wished she could . Meyer. Joe Regan will be Musical
have booked a week or two at Director and Joe Bev, Dialects
Radio City Music Hall.
Director. •
Making final choices agonized
The performance dates are
the director. In some cases it was
March
5, 6, 7, 8 and 12, J3, 14, 15
a t6ss of a coin that decided who
at 8:00 p.m. in the Vaughn-Eames
would be in the cast.
After long hours of deliberation building room 118. Tickets will go
the cast list was announced. The on sale February 23 in the
major roles in the production in- Wilkens Theatre Box Office. For
clude, Alison Nead who will tell more ticket information call
the story of "The Caucasian Chalk 527-2337.
Circle." Azdak, considered to be
The audience will be invited to•
one of the most interesting
arrive early to. observe the every-characters in modern drama, wi_ll
day Kean College students in the
be played by Ed Carrion. Lorraine
Zella Frye Studio gradually
Lanigan will be portraying
become Caucasian peasants in a
Grusha, a servant girl who saves
village. When the gong rings at 8
the life of an heir to the throne;
o'clock the story of "The Caucabut ends of marrying an almostsian Chalk Circle" will emerge.
dead man in order to save both
We hope you will join us on
their lives. Jorge Noa will play
one of those beautiful March
Simon, the real love in Grusha's
eveni ng perfor~ances.

Being in my "spirited" condition and not having a pad or pen,
the second song is but a lost
memory trapped somewhere in
the subconscious of my mind.
This, however, stands as a question in itself, for I'm positive
several brain cells are still wander-

ing around the Long Island Expressway.

Plato" will just have to wait for
another time.
" Badlands" served as the commencement ' of part two of the
concert, featuring a red-hot solo
from Bruce and wet pants from
spilling half of my brew on them .
A compelling version of "Point
Blank" followed, only strengthening a personal feeling that it is one
_of the finest.9ff his current release,

Song number three was unforgettable, though . " Spirits In The
Night" is a tune Bruce consistently performed in that spot during
his '78 tour, but for some untold
reason, replaced it with ,;For
Your'', in the band's recent trek of
the nation .
·
The
capacity
crowd
demonstrated to "the boss" that "The River''.
the choice was superlative, as
As the clock ticked closer to the
they exploded in vociferous ac- witching hour, the pressure could
claim while he stepped into the be felt pulsating throughout my
audience to personally greet his . body, so I figured it was time to
ecstatic devotees. '
excuse myself, once again, to the
The following two hours were · bathroon.
" Drive All Night" stood as Sprhighlighted by " Hungry Heart" ,
" Jackson Cage" , " Progiised ingsteen's final song of 1980, as '
Land" , " Thunderroad" and tak- the magic moment was upon us;
ing turns going out to· the pro- 5-4-3-2-1 ; Happ New Year!
menade for refills on beer.
W ith that, the band members
Ever-present sax ·solos from the ·formed a line onstage, arms in" big man", blistering guitar work terlocked in the style of "barfrom Springsteen and the . room buddies" while they croonestimable backup sounds of the ed " Auld Lang Syne" along with
" E Streeters", brought the Col- their fans.
1es i um populat i on to near
"Jungleland ", · " Cadillac
hysterical heights, as song after Ranch", " Rosalita" (what else?) ,
song was greeted with thunder- "Santa Claus" . .. and "Ining, deafening applause.
dependence Day" were included
It would be no exaggeration to in the latter segment of the show.
say the majority of the people
Refusing to be outdone by nowere on their feet throughout the one but himself, in a life perforentire fi rst half of the perfor- mance, Springsteen played no
mance, as they managed to less than three encores for his
transform the Nassau Collesium wildly ecstatic audience.
into the most prodigious dance
Such renowned numbers as
hall in America.
" The Detroit Medley", " Quarter
Throughout the twenty minute To Three" , " Sherry Darling" and
intermission, a consistent buzzing a volatile rendition of "Born To
played inside m)4 head, propelling Run" put the finishing touchs on a
me to ponder it's cause over three truly exceptional evening of rock.
possibilities.
Once again, Springsteen had
A) It was from thil! excellent two carried his ever dependab\e
hour performance I had just magic to New York much to the
witnessed. B) It was because of supreme delight the literally packthe excitement over the reality of - ed house.
As the five drunkards shuffled
the upcoming new year. q It was
from the cheap we had ingested outside among the electrified,
during the ride. Alas, my earth- energetic crowd, one final questrembling, thought-provoking tion came to mind before our
conclusion was abruptly inter- festive ride back to Jersey got
underway.
rupted by a friend's bellow.
Who is sober enough to drive
"Hey Mike, it's your turn to buy
the beer!" Oh well, " Dialogues of home?
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FREE HALF CANNOT
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HALF IN PRICE.
LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER
OFFER NOT VALID
ON DELIVERIES

CALL 353-0505
f'«0Dlcte,1Dnfce
....... l'fDee , _ Order l11 Affl-1
CALL,IN l'OII PICK-Of'

OPEN 7 DAYS
• St- Houre - 10:00 A.M.·Mldnlght.
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BSU/TOWNSEND . Lecture Presents

• I

'Turn 'Em Loose Bruce' Wright
· by Jeanne Marie Ahrens

'

February 2 - February 28, 1981
is Black History month and will be
filled with many interesting
seminars, lectures, films and activities.
-Tonight Judge Bruce Wright
otherwise known as " Turn 'em
Loose Bruce" sponsored by The
Black Student Union and the
Townsend Lecture Series will a·ppear in the TPA at 8:00 p.m.
j.udge Bruce Wright is a
graduate of Yale Law School and
is the leading judicial champion of
the poor in New York City.
Because he thinks the bail system
is unfair to the poor, black and
Hispanic, many times he will set
bail within the reach of these peo-

pie or in some cases he will set no
bail at all. Despite this though the
Legal-Aid Society calls Judge
Wright " fair-minded and evenhanded. "
Some judges don' t care if you
are ·qui lty or not, if you can't pay
bail, you go to jail. " But he's different" says one legal aid lawyer,
"Judge Wright is one of the few
judges who really seems to
believe in the presumption of innocence" thus setting bail within
reach of the poor.
In trying to be fair Judge Wright
sometimes finds himself being
harassed. Those in powerful positions have made it impossible for
him to sit on the bench in
Brooklyn and also in the Bronx.

Accord ing to an article by Dr.
Gilbert Ware, Associate Professor
of Politics at Drexel University,
the New York Daily News " never
seems to miss a chance to vilify
him ."
Not all people are this cruel
though, Judge Wright has received several awards, among them
are the Federation of Negro Civil ·
Servants, the Judicial Council of
the National Bar Association.
"This man is quite special" says
Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, the noted
Black psychologist. He has a rare
combination of guts and so passionate a belief in democracy that
he puts himself•on the line every
day by acting on the principle that
democracy and the constitution

are too important to be limited to
words.
A very special man, presenting
a very special lecture . - ton ight!
One of the many fine and interest ing · activities for Black
History month.

FRATERNITY
SPONSORING
'Amazing
Kreskin'
The Alp_
ha Kappa Psi fraternity
of Kean College is sponsoring
"The Amazing Kreskin" to . be
held in the 950-seat Wilkins
Theater on the Kean campus.
Kreskin is one of the country's
most popular and baffling mentalists - a brilliant showman who
mixes hypersensitivity, suggestion, ESP, and the clever
mechanics of the traditional magician to entertain his audiences.
This unique combination' of scientific investigator and showman
caused Mike Wallace (CBS-TV
Network) to comment: "Is
Kreskin a scientific showman or
an entertaining mentalist?"
His astounding feats are almost
limitless and to sustain his
credibilitiy, Kreskin offers
$20,000, money on deposit in an
American bank, to anyone who
can prove his employment of paid
assistants or confederates in any
phase of his program .
As a follow-up co the childhood
game of Huckle Buckle Beanstalk,
Kreski-n lets a member of the audience hide his paycheck, with
the understanding that he will
forego his fee, for that performance, if he cannot locate it. One
of the audience acts as a guide to
Kreskin by concentrating on the
check's location. No words are
mentioned . One of the oddest
hiding places ever, was in the
upper-platP of a man.
" Pe rfo rma n ce Magazine' "
recently named Kreskin as "The
most astounding performer
today."
He has many times appeared
on television, including over 80
appearances on Johnny Carson's
Tonight Show, over 105 ap- ·
pearances on the Mike Douglas
show, and including his own international program called "The
Amazing World of Keskin."
' Tickets can be purchased at the
Wilkins · Theater Box Office,
located on the Kean campus,
Monday thru Friday from 8:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. All seats are
reserved and there will be advance sales only. Ticket prices for
the 8:00 p.m., Friday, April 3 performance are $6.50, $5.50 and
$4.50, with $1.00 discounts for aU
students and senior citizens.
For group ticket information,
call Kappa Mu President John
Mastellone at 965-1027.

Orpheus Chamber
Singers at
Elizabeth Library _
The ~lizabeth Public Library will
present a concert with the Orpheus Chamber Singers at the
Main Library, 11 South Broad
Street on Wednesday, February
11th at 10:30 a.m.

COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS

A MARTIN RANSOHOFF PRODUCTION

/

A RALPH BAKSHI ALM
"AMERICAN POP''
.
Written by RONNI KERN Executive Producer RICHARD ST. JOHNS
-•---■-- Produced by MARTIN RANSOHOFF & RALPH BAKSHI Directed by RALPH B~SHI □tJI

IRI RUTIIC'nDGDI

=•=

Opening at Selecte~ Theatres Near You:

A,

!'" ~

The Orpheus Chamber Singers
are a mixed Vocal quartet whose
repertoire embraces sacred and
secular a cappella music from the
1200s to the present, including
such masters as Dowland, Montev-erdi, Bach, Mozart, Poulenc and
Rorem. The performance of early
music is enhanced by recorder~,
psaltery, medieval harp, and percussion.
This ,concert is open to the
public free of charge. Refreshments will be served after the program . For further information
please call 354-6060. '
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH CONTINUES

Bobbi Humphrey Coming To Kean
She ·has been· named "first lady
of the flute" by critics and
listeners alike and, from the accomplishments in her musical career, deservedly so. For almost a
decade now, Bobbi Humphrey
has been playing her special
brand of music to audiences
around the world. Her pr.ofessional career began in 1971 when she
was the first female signed to Blue
Note Records.
Certainly a lady playing flute
must have seemed something of a
novelty then. Humphrey proved,
however, she was not just a
"first" or a novelty, but a talent to
be reckoned with . For in 1973 her
LP Blacks and Blues was r1ot only
a huge commercial success, but
established a strong cross-over
market for her. Also, in '73, she
was invited to the prestigious
Montreux International Music
Festival in Switzerland where she
was acclaimed "the surprise hit of
the festival" by Leonard Feather,
noted critic of the L.A. Ti mes.
Since then Humphrey has continuously proved her sustaining
power, for today -she is the only
successful female jazz-pop flutist·
on the scene. Further proof is the
fact that most recently she was acclaimed "Best Female Instru mentalist" (1978) in both Billboard
and Record World, and "Best
Female Vocalist" in Cashbox.
This is certainly a milestone for
any instrumentalist:.
The title of her latest Epic L~
The Good Life, best describes her
career. Humphrey has played
with the best, ra nging from Duke
Ellington (her third day in N.Y.) to
Stevie Wonder (featured on Songs

Black History Month .
at Newark library
Black Scientist and Inventors is
a special exhibit in celebration of
Black History month. It attempts
to display the enormous contributions and achievements of Black
scientists and inventors who have
benefited this nation. The exhibit
consists of posters, pamphlets,
· books, pictures, and periodicals.
Among the many Black scientists and inventors featured are
the following: George Washington Carver · who developed more
than 300 products from the
peanut; Charles Drew, the
originator of the blood bank; Garrett A. Morgan, inventor of the
stoplight and the gas mask; Daniel
Hale Williams, who performed
the first open-heart surgery; Louis
H. Latimer, pioneer in the development of electricity and as
associate of both Alexander
Graham Bell and Thomas A.
Edison; William H. Hinton, world
autho r ity on VD and the
developer of the "Hi nton Test," a
reliable method · for detecting
syphillis; Norl?ert Rillieux, who
revolutionized the sugar-refi ning
industry; Elijah McCoy who devised systems for the automatic
lubrication of machinery; and
Benjamin Banneker who helped
design the city of Washington,

D.C.
A special bibiliography listing
books and sources used in the exhibit will be available .
The exhibit and the Black
History programs have been
prepared under the supervision of
James Brown, Senior Librarian for
Black Studies at the Library. He
was ably assisted. by Miss Voula
Stavrou of the Lending and
Referenc e Department and
Michael.Zawadski, Exhibit Artist.
The exhibit is in the 2nd Floor
Galleries of the Library.

in the Key of Life LP-1977) . Bet- Congressional Appointment to
ween 1971 and 1976 Bobbi re- the Community Advisory Comcorded six albums for Blue Note. mittee, as well as a "special
In 1974, her daughter Ricci Lina guest" appearance at the grand
was born (and also adorned the re-opening of the Apollo Theatre
cover of Humphrey's highly suc- (1978). Humphrey's longevity on
cessful Satin Doll LP).
the charts, however, has been her
1977 was another big year for greatest award. Her LP Freestyle
Humphrey. For the third con- was one of the hottest LP's during
secutive year she was voted "Best the summer of '78. And with her
Flutist" in the Ebony Magazine latest LP, The Good Life, (botb
Readers' Poll. She was signed to produced by master· percussionist
Epic Records. Invited back to the Ralph MacDonald) the summer of
Montreux Festival, And honored .. '79 pro"mises to be not only good,
with the Key to New Orleans. It but hot!
was not only a year of musical
The Good Life is music positiye
growth but of commercial expan- thoughts and happy times,
sion as well, for in 1977 Hum- showcasing Humphrey· playing
phrey formed Bobbi 1-;lumphrey and singing with the clarity and
Music Co. to publish her com- style of the mature artist she is.
positions as well as other' comFor Bobbi Humphrey, The
posers She also formed Innovative Good Life obviously means playArtist Management to handle ing (and singing) the music she
business transactions for her.
loves, with musicians she
She has since gone on to gather r~spects, for an ever-growing aunumerous awards and citations dience of enthusiasts. It's all there
for her music. These have includ- on The Good Life, and it's all
ed the Key to the City of Dallas, good.
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woman space

by Linda lamer
WE WANT TO KNOW WHO
OUR READERS ARE!

IMPORTANT NOTICE

.Jackson Goes .Beat Crazy
, by Charles Fowler Jr.

" This album . represents a
The WOMAN TALK Spring Prodesperate attempt to make some
gram Series will begin on
sense of Rock and Roll . Deep in
Part of the research for my Wednesday, February 4, at noon
our hearts, we knew it was doomMasters Thesis has involved a in the Alumni Lounge of Downs
Hall. All members of the campus ' ed to failure. The question restudy of college students' atmains: Why did we try?" These
titudes towards women's multiple community are invited to atte d
are the , words scribbled on the
these
timely
and
informative
proroles. A 1972 poll by the National ·
back of the innter sleeve of Joe
grams. Many who attend bring
Youth Service reported that 64
Jackson's
third album , BEAT
lunch
or
purchase
lunch
or
a
out of 100 college women intend '
CRAZY. Joe knew his attempt was
to combine marriage and a drink in the ·. Downs Cafeteria.
doomed to failure ·by his senSome upcoming programs incareer. A further look reveals that
timents
expressed in the title track
clude:
·
about three-fourths of college
which opens the album . He
Feb. 4 - " Fathers and Sons"
women surveyed think mothers
thinks kids today are all the same.
should not work or only work
, Dr. Harry Dubin, Professor at
They call themselves some crazy
Kean
part-time until the children are
name, do drugs, and all that noise
five years old. Most of the men
Feb. 11 - " Women and Cancer"
affects their brains. Kids don' t
agreed.
Dr. James, Orsini , President
care about their career or future
Many of the women were tired
Essex County Cancer Society
and Joe just thinks it's a crime
Feb. 18 - " ERA - Where Do We
of'the "superwoman" image arid
how they waste their time on the
Go Fmm Here?"
wanted no part of it. They found it
music craze. Who is going to hire
difficult to · imagine combining
Myra Terry, President NOW
someone with a safety pin
Linda Wells-Roth, Center for
early child rearing and a career.
through their ear? Bass player
Women in Crisis
Many felt that it is/ unfair to
Graham Maby does a wonderful
mother and child.
WORKSHOPS
job singing the lead vocals as Joe
Ann Linehan, Coordinator of
screams in the background, " cut
PLEASE NOTE
the Campus Center for Women,
your hair, die it green". Mr.
We want to know who oui"' will conduct a two-part discusJackson
is as beat crazy as the rest
readers are and WHAT THEY
sion-oriented Workshop which
of us except he gets paid for it. (It
THINK! We would like your opifocuses on relationships,
makes him a little more sane) .
lifestyles, social resources and
nions on this subject and others
The piano on ONE TO ONE
you wish to share with us. Please personal development. The dates
sounds
as if it could be Billy Joel
contact The Campus Ce9ter for are: Feb. 10 and 24, 4 to 5:00 at
although Joel couldn't sing the
Women in Room 114 of the Stu- The Campus Center for Women
lyrics as well as Jackson . Once
dent Activities Building or phone ' (SA 114) Call extension 2296 for
again Joe is the loser in the relafurther details.
us at extension 2296.
tionship with his girl. He just
wants to see her once in a while
but she has other things to concent rate on by going to
Feb. 5 B.S.U. Council &
demonstrations and being invo lvGeneral Meeting
Alumni Lg.
4:30
ed in the women's movement. Th
Feb. 5 JUDGE BRUCE WRIGHT
sarcasm in his voice is apparent as
Townsend Lecture/Black
he says, "Your're so beautiful·
Student Union
TPA
8:00-10:00
when
you get mad or is that a sexFeb. 9 ROOTS the film
Little Theatre
4:00-7:00
ist observation?" Joe loses again
Feb. 9 SENIOR CITIZEN DAY
Din. Rm 2&3
4:00-7:30
as he did on IS SHE REALLY GOFeb. lOPEARL PRIMUS Lecture/
ING OUT WITH HIM? and KINDance Co-Curricular Bd. little Theatre
1:40
DA KU.TE from his first two
Feb. 10ROOTS the film
Little Theatre
4:00-7:00
albums.
Feb. 10Survival Seminar
Browsing Rm. . 7:00-9:00
Reggae irifluence takes over on
Feb. 11 ROOTS the film
Little Theatre · 4:00-7:00
IN EVERY DREAM HOME ·(A
Feb. 11 NANA YAO N TOW
NIGHT MARE) where Jackson is
"CulturePatterns of the
trying to convince himself that
• Akan of Ghana" Eve Stu
even though things don't look
Coun
Little Theatre
7:30:10:00
bad, if you look hard enough
even the nice households have
problems and things are not as

peachy as they look. In EVIL EYE,
Joe starts babbling about working
in supermark~ts again . (INSTANT
MASH from LOOK SliARP). He
hated the work and his boss who
wore straw hats. He hated the
ladies with shopping bags
because they we're always staring
at him. So he goes horn~ and
sticks pins through voodoo dolls
of these ladies and his boss to paythem back for the way .he was
treated . Hey, whatever- calms the
nerves Joe.
MAD AT YOU closes the side
and it just isn't a good enough
song musically .t o listen to Joe be
aggravated for· six minutes. So
what if it takes her an hour and a
half to put on her make-up.
, Side two opens on a downbeat
with CRIME DON' T PAY. Jackson
gets beat-for everything he has by
a robber and the robber drives
around in a new car wearing
brand new ·suits. SOMEONE UP
THERE is one of the best songs in
the album. It has typical Gary Sanford guitar and Dave Houghton
drums. The backing vocals blend
in perfectly with Joe's voice but
it' s the same old story. Someone
up there gave Joe a girl. Can it be
true? Has Joe found the right girl?
Someone up there also •takes her
away, but he understands, " no
messing with the hand of fate" he ·
screams. Jackson sounds as if he is
the Charlie Brown of the music
business always being the lower
but he has a witty way of expressing his misfortunes which makes
his songs humorous yet one has a
feeling of sympathy for him.
As far as lyrics go, BIOLOGY
has the most meaning. The old
double standard between man
and woman is shown here. She is
mad because she heard he has
been messing around with

Interfaith Council

IT'S A
LOVE

THING!!

~TROMBOLI

The
Brothers
Of KC
present

A Valentine' s
Day
Extravaganza
Saturday
February 14
Kean College

P/\PJ\ PIE
MAMA PlE

BABY PIE
$p~'z

~ AL.,s

PIZZA
(If.")

( I !f")
(IO")

· women when he was away . He
tell$ her that he is going to give
her a .lesson in biology. He tells
her simply that this is the way a
man is supposed to be and he has
these needs. He tells her not to
worry because it has nothing to
do with his heart, his head, their
home or their bed . He feels the
same as he ever did about her and
it is no big deal . When he expects
her to get mad and she doesn't,
he is confused . She tells him that
she -is relieved beca~se she now
has lost her guilt feelings .about
Dave, Tony, Phil and James
because what is right for him is
right for her.
In BATTLEGROUND, he is convinced that except for music,
everything else is a common
place for prejudice and racJ?m.
Joe watches TV and all he could
see are PRETTY BOYS. He compares them to robots with no
brair,i and no heart, just sex appeal. He begs " I wanna see a
human being on my TV set, want
some action for the fat and thin ·
man" . He is right too. How many
'times have you seen the average
Joe (excuse me? slapping on cologne on the screen.
Jackson's BEAT CRAZY is a
good album because of Jackson's
awareness if he gets to "pop" so
to speak, he might end up like theKnack. After blatantly selling out
with l'M THE MAN, Joe gets his
feet back on the ground and puts
. together a good album musically,
· and with catchy lyrics. The next
album could be the turning point
in his career. His band has broken
up and Joe has to search for a new
one. In my opinion, Jackson's
band has been as equally important to his success as himself and
it might take a few tricks up his
sleeve to top' this album .

9:00 p.m.
u til
. $1.5Q with I.D

$2.00 without

CAMPUS MINISTRY EXTENDS
_ INVITATIONS
The Council and members of
the Interfaith Campus Ministry
wish to extend to the Administration, Faculty, Staff and Student
Body of Kean College an invitation to our First Worship Service
of the Spring 1981 semester; to be
held on Sunday, February 8, 1981
at 5:00 p.m. in the Alu·mni Lounge
of Downs Hall, featuring Exodus
Gospel Choir. Ms. Sheila Ellis Of
Newark, N.J. will be our guest
soloist. Our message of the day
will be delivered by the Rev. Joel
D. Rudolph, a ·graduate student
and member of the Residence
Hall Staff of Ke;tn College.
On Saturday, February ' 14,
1981, The Interfaith Campus
Ministry will be sponsoring A
Valentine's Day Gospel Jubilee in
Dini_ng Rooms II and Ill of Downs
Hall. Many well known choirs
and soloists throughout the Ne·w
Jersey ~rea will be performing.
The famous Hallelujah Chorus of
At lantic City, Serenity Ensemble
of Newark, Trenton Community
Choir of Trenton, and Ms. Pearl
Ch ristian of Newark are only a
few of the great talents that will be
appearing on the program. For
tickets ($2.00 each) and information please contact Mr. Gerald
Massenburg at 527-2438 - 10am
until 3pm and/or the Student Activities Office , 527-2044 from
9am until 5pm.
We · hope that you come out
and get involved with the Interfaith Campus Ministry and the activities that have been planned for
the Spring 1981. Our office is
located on the 2nd floor of
Dougall Hall and for further information please contact Joel D.
Rudolph, Chairperson, Bartlett
Hall, Apt. 108, 527-2204 .
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Pearl Primus At Kean

The Co-Curricular Program
speaks of the earth as our home,
doard in celebration .of Black
the place where we live and die,
by Thomas Devaney
History Month will present Pearl
love and work, mourn and re- ·
Artificial , or machine, inPrimus and her company of
joice.
telligence, a staple element of
dancers and drummers in the LitShe will conclude with a suite
science fiction for the past forty
tle Theatre at 1:40 p.m. on Tuesabout the black experj ence in the
years, now appears to be closer to
day, February 10th.
New World from the days of
realization than ever before .
The group will be performing · slavery to recent civil-rights strugThought to be a totally impossible
dances from the Caribbean and
gles. The last dance is a dance of
proposition as recently as fifteen
the United States as well as from
grief, a dance to suggest that the
years ago, machine intelligence
Africa . Their authenticity is parstruggles continue. But the dance
has benefited from advances in
ticulary important to Miss Primus,
of grief became a dance of computer microchip technology
who holds a Ph.D . in ansolace . And the curtain call is a · and the dedication of scientists
t~ropology. " I dance not to enter- dance of jubilation . For Miss
who believe man will eventually
tain but to help people better
Primus, the earth abounds with
be able to create computers that
understand each other," she has
reasons for hope as well as occaare capable of independent
written .
sions for tears.
thought.
·
Pearl Primus is unable to teach
Dr. Primus will lecture on
A current widespread fear is
only dance; every class, every
Cultural Anthropology in )100 at
that computers are already too in- .
rehearsal becomes a lesson in
10:50 on February 10th. Everyone
telligent and can replace people
other cultures . Her · concert
is welcome to attend.
in almost any type of job. Many
people also believe that computers are creating more confusion than they are worth through
such computer " mistakes" as incorrect billings, lost records, and
the like. In actuality, it is not the
computers that are at fault in
these instances, but the people
who program them. Anything particularly bright or dumb that a ·
computer does ca·n be traced
back to a human programmer; the
computer can do only what it is
told to do and cannot perform any
action of its own volition . The fact
that a computer can do computations in a few milliseconds which

would take a man several hours to
complete only means that it is
faster, not smarter.
But if thi-s ability to perform intricate calculations in a thousanth
.of the time it takes a man does not
constitute machine intelligence,
what does? Firstly, the computer
would have to be capable of making abstractions, that is, putting
together two seemingly unrelated
facts and formulating an original
conclusion . And seccndly, its
responses to any given question
would have to be a certain extent
unpredictible.
At this point in time, there are
several computers in existence
which have the appearance of being intelligent. One of these
machines, which was developed
at M .I.T., is programmed as a sort
of computer psychiatrist. A
human patient comes in and sits
before a keypunch, and the computer asks him questions of a
general psychological nature.
After several minutes, the com- ·
puter is programmed to ask the ;
patient about his relationship with
his parents. If this question is asked at a coincidently appropriate
moment, it will appear as if the
computer is asking in intuitive .
question when in fact its program- '.
ming requires it to ask the question several minutes into the ses-

~,on. so·, even though this
psychological. computer may appear ·intelligent, it is still following
a pre-programmed set of instructions.
Probably the greatest obstacle
which is facing lhose engaged in
developing machine intelligence
is the nature of the computer's
mechanical functioning. The
computer works _
on the concept
of the binary; this means that the
. computer' s inner workings are
merely a vastly complicated series
of simple on and off switches
_designated as zeroes (0) and ones
(1): all words, numbers; and symbols are stored in the computer's
memory as series of zeroes and
ones. The problem . is how will
these be adapted form complex
independent thoughts. Some
scientists feel that another new
system ofromputer operation will have to be created in order to
have intelligent machines, and
other scientists believe that we
will not be able to create intelligence until we know what
functions in our own brains make
humans intelligent. But whatever
'the outcome, artifici~I intelligence
· research will produce better computers and probably help us to
,better understand human in,telligence .

· 'Rush' M~kes Permanent Waves
Pearl Primus and Company will appear in the Little Theatre February
.
10th, 1:40 p.m . .

IT OPENS FRIDAY. FEBRUARY 61.
MRYWHERE.
For you to see~And experience.

by Roby Alparone
The Spirit of Radio
Begin the da)'.
With a friendly voice
A companion, unobtrusive
Plays that song thats so elusive
And the magic music makes
your
morning mood ... "
Neil Peart
The Spirit of Radio is the hit
single off of the latest album Permanent Waves by Heavy Metal
band - Rush. The lyrics set such a
tranquil, serene mood which is

not common among the heavy
metal groups. Although the music
is similar to other top peformers of
their field, Rush seems to top the
competition by their poetic lyrics
and the clear, high• pitched vocals
~of Geddy Lee.
Lee who al~o plays bass guitar ,
and synthesizers, is accompanied'
by Alex Lifeson on six and twelve
string guitars and Neil Peart who
write the lyrics and controls the
rhythm section . Even though the
type of music that they perform is
considered to be heavy metal,
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Bruce Springsteen - The River (COLUMBIA) ·
John Lennon - Double Fantasy (GEFFIN)
Steve Winwood - Arc of a Driver (ISLAND)
David Bowie - Scary Monsters (RCA)
Kenny Loggins - Alive (CBS)
The Police - Zenyatta Mondatta (A&M)
Neil Young - Hawks and Doves (WARNER BROTHERS
Hall & Oates - Vpices (RCA)
Dire Straits - Making Movies (WARNER BROTHERS)
Joe Jackson - Beat Crazy (A&M)
Talking Heads - Rep,ain in Light (WARNER BROTHERS)
The Clash - Black Market Clash (CBS)
Utopia - Deface the Mujsic' (BEARSVILLE)
Rockpile - Seconds of Pleasure (COLUMBIA)
Steve Forbert - Little Stevie Orbit (NEMPORER)
Elen Shipley - Breaking through the Ice-Age (RCA)
Robert Palmer - Clues (ISLAND)
Michael Stanely Band - Heartland (EMI/AMERICA)
Rod Stewart - Foolish Behavior (WARNER BROTHERS)
Thin Lizzy - Chinatown (WARNER BROTHERS)

NEW RELEASES
Ry Cooder - Boarderline (WARNER BROTHERS)
Robbin Thompson Ba.nd - Two "B's" Please (OVATION)
Manfred Mann - Chance (WARNER BROTHERS)
Moon Martin - Street Fever (CAPITOL)
Ian Oury and the Blockheads - Laugher (STIFF)
Nicolette Larson - Radioland (WARNER BROTHERS)
The Powder Blues - Uncut (LIBERTY)
Johnny Average Band - Some People (BEA~VILLE)

Rush varies their sound which is
some-what refreshing and their
lyrics are rather complicated but
well constructed . Oddly enough,
the band is from Canada, and this
adds to their originality_'in the
music field.
Spirit of Radio is an excellent
song; perhaps the best cut on the
album. The scratchy guitar solos
are perfect completments .for
Lee's exceptionally clear voice.
Free Will is also an excellent
cut; the guitar work is extremely
well done.
·
Entre Nous works well on this
album for it is very, lovely, poetic
'and well pieced together.
· Different Strings is a rather
drastic change for it is more
acoustic and less of the heavy
metal sound that Rush carries off
so well. However, one cannot
help but notice how well Geddy ·
Lee can carry off suth a song. His ·
voice is very versatile and just
flows over air waves and very effective.
,
Put the exceptional voice of
Geddy Lee; Neil Peart's poetic
lyrics and the extraordinary guitar
work of Alex- Lifeson and one
comes up with one of the top
ranking heavy metals bands of the
80's. Rush proves tha.t their just
not spirits of radio, but a whole
new outlook toward heavy metal
music.

Don't Forget
Heart Winners
are ·due Feb. 6
Must have
·Kean I.D.
Only 1st 100
wUI be
printed
·free.
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SPEE .DHUNT
This game is similar to the "find-a-word" puzzles seen in
popular magazines. The only difference here is you're timed.
Allow yourself 2½ -·3 minutes to find 15 hidden words in the box
below. Look diagonally, horizontally, verticaHy and backwards
for the terms.
lhis Week's Topic - Kinds of Fruits
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THE END IS HERE

SPEEDMAZE

by George Fa lkowski
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Notices - Notices -~ . Notices • -Notices • Notices • Notices •
C. C.B. Sunday Night Movies presents:
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Communication-Help Center .
is SPonsoring a
MEN'S CONSCIOUSNESS
· RAISING GROUP
Thursdays at 3:00
(or at a different time if
members so choose)
Whiteman Lecture Hall
beginning February 5

We need 10-4 men who are
sincerely interested in
challenging their own values
and evaluating the norms
which confine men to male
stereotypes. We are looking
for men who would enjoy
and benefit from a group
process known as consciousness-raising. This is not a
therapy group (though we
will share personal accounts
and feelings); nor is it an encounter group (though
members should challenge
· themselves). Consciousnessraising is an efficient, direct,
honest, and productive form
of group communication.
The key to consciousnessraising is that it relies on
sharing and being supportive rather than on competing (which all men know,
sets up barriers).
If you are interested in forming a consciousness-raising
group, please attend our first
meeting February 5, 1981 in
Whiteman Lecture Hall. If
we have enough men, we can
either start that day, or plan
a consistant time each week
which is convenient to all
members. If you have questions or would like more information, contact Paul
Hart at 289-2100 or stop by
the Hotline Office in the Col-

Place: T.P.A.

Price: 25¢

E-ach month, from Octo~r through May, companie~,
government agencies, and graduate schools will send company representatives to Kean College campus to interview
interested seniors. Students should contact the Career Planning and Placement Office in advance if they wish to participate in our recruitment program.
The following is the schedule for February:
Date
Company
Major
2/3/81
Blue Cross/Blue
Accounting, ManageShield
ment Science, Liberal
Arts (must have excellent oral and written
communication skills)
2/4/81
Blue Cross/Blue
Same as Above
Shield
2/10/81
Peace CorpsNista
All Majors
2/11/81
Radio Shack
All Majors
2/11/81
U.S. Insurance Group Accounting, All Majors
2/17/81
National Park Service Undergraduate-All
Majors
2/20/81
P. S. E. & G.
Computer Science
2/24/81
Directions Unlimited All Majors
2/25/81
Rapidata
Computer Science
2/26/81
Burroughs
Computer Science,
Management Science
2/26/81
A&S
All.Majors

RESIDENTS OF KEAN COLLEGE
Is there.. someone in your life who is VERY
SPECIAL t o you?
Well, let them know it by sending them a
LOVE NOTE on Valentine's Day.
ALL notes must be submitted no later than
Tuesday, FEB. 10 by 4:00 p.m. The notes
may qe typed, written or printed just as long
as they are legible.
You may place them underneath the door
of 309 Sozio Hall.
A CUPID will deliver the booklets of
LOVE NOTES on Thursday, FEB. 12th.

lege Center (room 141).

Time: 7:30 P .M .

iS,GOINGON...
.'

S.A.Y. (Student Aasist!Qg YouJ
Lois Richardson, Director
Student Activities Building
527-2082 ,
.. .
The S.A,Y~ Program is designed to provide maximum support services to students and to facilitate interpersonal com·munication among members of the college _communitt. It is
'based on the idea t1iat students can help other students in a
vdriety of ways and Cai\ become active :contributors to the
college community. S.A.Y. student.a can work .in academic
deparµnents as.peer counselprs and advisors or C8Jl offer
trained services in a number of ..departments. and offices.
S.A.Y. is open to any interested ·student who demonstrates
si?(cere motivation and commitment. To join, contact Lois
n ·or our de
ent
rson.

Classified.s

--------------

RESEARCH
Seqd $1.00 for copy of our new
Catalog of academic research
papers. Quality unsurpassed . .
, Authors' 8esearch Services
407 South Dearborn St., Suite
6001. Chicago, Illinois 60605
(312) 922-0300

Student urgently needs
RIDE from Westfield to
Kean. Will help with gas
expense. Please call

654-3753.

Thursday, February 5, 1981
9:30 - 3:30 p.m. &
Browsing Room
Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Meeting Room B
Renata Club
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.
Alumni Lounge
Black Student Union Meeting
4:30 · 6:00 p.m.
Whiteman Hall
Alpha Theta Pi
7:40 - 11 :00 p.m.
Alumni Lounge
Omega Psi Phi
8:00 • 11:00 -p.m.
Townsend Lecture presents: •:The Honorable Judge
8:15 p.m.
Wilkins Theatre
Bruce Wright" Free tickets required
Friday, February 6, 1981
9:30 - 3:30 p.m. &
Browsing Room
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Nu Sigma Phi Used Book Sale
Alumni Lounge
4:30 - 11:00 p.m.
Student Council Meeting
Saturday, February 7, 1981
Alumni Lounge ,
8:30 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Hotline Training
Meeting Room A
9:30 - 12:00 noon
Gerentology Dept.
Vaugh Eames
4:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Recollections of Robin & Krueger Gallery
Whiteman Hall
3:00 - 5:00 p.m.
Men's Consciousness Raising
Sunday, February 8, 1981
Alumni LG, A & B
8:00 - 2:00 p.m.
Jewish Student Union
Whiteman Center ,
12:00 noon
Mass
Alumni Lounge
5:00 - 7:P0 p.m.
IFCM (Inter-Faith Campus Ministry)
Wilkins Theatre
7:30 p.m.
CCB Film: "The China Syndrome" 25¢ admission
Monday, February 9, 1981
Little Theatre
4:00 - 7:00 p.m.
" ROOTS" The Film
Browsing Room
7:00 - 11:0Q p.m.
Lambda Theta Phi •
Tuesday, February _lO, 1981
10:00 - 12:00 noon
Focus on Music
.._
Whiteman Center
10:50 - 12:05
Pearl Primus Lecture on Cultural AnthroPology
J-100
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Focus on Politics
Whiteman Center
1:40 p.m.
Townsend Lecture presents: Black Student Union -Pearl'
Primus Lecture/Dance/Demonstration
Little Theatre
Proud Meeting
Grill Room
1:40 - ~:30 p.m.
A.C.M. Computing Machinery
CSS-104
E ducation Arts & Systems
W-100
Grub Street Writer
Dougall 203
F.A.S.A. Meeting
VE-112
International Students Association
J-102
E.E.O.
T-115
E.E.O.
T-116
Italian-American Media Meeting
B-109
7:40 - 10:10 p.m.
" ROOTS" The Film
Little Theatre
4:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Black Student Union Survival Seminar featuring:
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Browsing Room
Beverly Berry
Wednesday, February 11, 1981
Alumni Lounge
12:00 noon
Woman Talk - "Women and Cancer"
7:30 p.m.
Black Student Union • ContemPorary Black Religions
featuring: Nana Yoa N Tow - "Culture Patterns of the
Akan of Ghana" SPonsored by Evening Student CouncilLittle Theatre
Phi Beta Sigma
..,
Meeting Room A
7:00 - 11:00 p.m.

SWIMMING POOL•

MAIN GYMNASIUM
afternoon

creation Round
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
It's time to take a second look
at the Intramural Calendar.
Five-Player Basketball sign ups
are nearing the closing date. We
will be taking team and individual
entries until February 6 at noon.
(that's tomorrow!)
Remember, individual s may
sign up in D-114, D'Angola Gym
and the Intramural Staff will
organ ize a team of the individual
entrants.
Women ! Where are you? We
could use a few more teams to
round out-the women' s· Ieagues.
Sign up tomorrow before noon.
Final Warning! To avoid penalty
and delay, all teams should arrive
at the game in the same colored,
nu!Jl bered shirts.
Hustle a team together today
and we' ll see all captains and individual sign ups at the Organization Meeting, February 10 at 1:40
in D-125, D' Angola Gym .
Racquetball

It' s New!
Intramural Racquetball at Kean
College.
Indoor Racket Action for-Men,
Women (singles) and Co-Rec
Teams is offered through the
Department of Intramural Recreational Sports. Sign ups will
be open until February 6 at noon.
The Organizational Meeting
will be held February 10 at 1:40 in
D-125, D'Angola Gym.
For racquetball enthusiasts, this
is a Super Saver from the Department of Intramural-Recreational
Sports and the " Court House."

-leagues for women, men and co- • •Water Ballet - Free Floating sensarec doubles. Sign ups are being tions with movement in the
taken now until' February 20 at water.
noon . The Organ i zational
Meeting, to be attended by all
\
prQspective bird swatters, will be Ski Club - Currently in progress
February 24 in D-125, D' Angola but new members 'are aways
welcome.
Gym at 1:40.
Co-Rec Two-Player Basketball

How is the search for the
Dynamic Duo shaping up?
Sign you and your partner up by
February 27 at noon· if you would
like to participate in Co-Rec Twoflayer Basketball.

SPORTS CLUBS
A Major Event - The Second Annu a I
Sports
Club
Re Organizational Meeting. February
17 at 1:40 in D-125, D'Angola
Gym.
Everyone interested in any of
the ten current Sports Clubs
should definitely attend. A brief
presentation by each advisor will
be made at this meeting.
Sports Clubs For Spring 1981
Woman's Slim nasties - it's time to

get back into Shape with Darlene
Duh - Advisor.

Scuba - Alex Bittman w ill take you
into the depths of the Kean College Pool. The cost of equipment
will be paid by the Department of
Intramural-Recreational Sports.
Learn to Dive • free.

Future Events • February 8 • 15:
Tuesday, February 3 at 1:40 in
D:125A, the Ski Club will be
holding its first " learn To Ski
Clinic." A film will be shown and
basic ski theory will be discussed.
Sunday, February 8, the Ski
Club will travel to Hunter Mountain and the Ski Club will give free
instructions to new ski club
members. Sign up fo r' the Learn
To Ski Clinic on Tuesday,
February 3 or at the Ski Club table
set up in the Student Center,
Monday through Thursday, 11 :00
- 2:00 P.M.
Ski Hunter Mountain, Sunday,
February 8. ·Sign ups taken at the
Meeting on February 3 or at th~
Ski Club table.
Tuesdayt February 10, a film
from Hunter Mountain will be
shown in D-125, D'Angola Gym
at 1:40 P.M.
Ski Jack Frost and Big Boulder . ·
Mountain February 15, Sunday,
$10.00 includes bus trip and Lift
.Ticket. Sign up at the meeting
Tuesday or at the Ski Club table.
(Table hours - 11 :00 • 2:00 P.M. in
the Student Center.) Any questions • see Ron Donohue, Advisor,
at the Ski Club table.

evening•

afternoon

M

r----------~-------,
Attention: All Women on Campus

The Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports would like
to know if you are interested in "Women Only'' Exercise/Weight
Room Hours. If you are interested, please let us know by completing this form and returning it to the Department of Intramural
Recreationc:1I Sports, 0 -114, D' Angola Gymnasium by February
5th.

I feel the Co-Ed hours available now are:
D

Suffici~nt

D

Not Sufficient

If you checked " Not Sufficient" please continue.

Dance Oub - William . Chaison,
dance expert at Kean College will
present information at the
Organizational Meeting about the
Modern Dance Club.

Power Lifting with Lee Rosenthal, and a Track aod Field Club.

Karate - Learn the Art of Self-

The 1980-81 Department of

Defense through training with
Black Belt Instructor Gary Alexander.

Monday

.Intramural-Recreational Sports
Handbooks are here.

Tuesday

New Additions:

I am interested in women only
exercise/weight r~!'l hours:
Afternoon

COMING EVENTS
Basketball Freethrow

Hit us with your best shot!
The Basketball Freethrow Contest will take place on February 24
in the Main Gym during College
Hour (1 :40-2:55). Registration for
this event will take place at the
beginning of the contest.
Badminton

Are birds your racket?
Intramural Badminton

offer

.

Yoga - Morals, Ethics, Posture,
Breath Control, Meditation and
much more with advisor Mike
Mct-tugh.
Bike-Packing - Rosemary Trovani,
Advisor, has planned events from
bike tune ups to scenic bike trips.

evening

12: 15-1:30
6:00-10:00
8:00-11 :00 · .
12: 15-1:30
M
12: 15-1:30
7:45-10:00
8:00-11 :00 T ·
1:40-2:55
T
1:40-2:55
6:00-10:00
w 12:15-1 ) 0 .. 8:00-11 :00 W
12: 15-1:30
6:00-10:00
8:00-11 :00 R
R
1:40-2:55
6:00-10:00,,.
8:00-10:00 F
12: 15-1 :30
F
12:00-5:00
s
12:00-5:00
s
12:00-5:00
s
12:00-5:00
s
*Due to classes being
scheduled in the pool , the
*Effective March 2 the evenfollowing changes will take
ing hours will be 6:00 - 11 :00
place during the Spring 1981
P.M. Monday-Thursday, and
Semster:
6:00-10:00 P.M . on Friday.
a) the hours for recreation
swim on Wednesday after**Due to a class being
noons will conclude on March
scheduled in the main gym25
.
nasium, the Wednesday afterb) Effective March 27 the
noon hours wiil become effechours for recreation swim on
tive on April 1.
Friday afternoons will be
U :15-2:55 P.M.
AUXILIARY GYMNASIUM
c) Effective March 31 the
afternoon
evening•
hours for recreation swim on
8:00-11:00
t:.-1
Faculty/Staff Tuesday evenings will be
T
8:00-11 :00 6:00-10:00 P.M .
w
. EXERCISE ROOM•
8:00-11 :00
R
Mon-Thurs
12:15-11 :00
8:00-10:00
F
Friday
12: 15-10:00
12:00-5:00
s
Sat. & Sun.
12:00- 5:00
12:00-5:00
s
*The
Department
of
Athletics will have a standing
*Effective March 2 the evenreservation for limited use of ·
ing recreation hours will be
this facility during the Spring
6:00-11 :00 P.M . Mondaysemester. This reservation
Thursday, and 6:00-10:00 P.M .
schedule will be posted once it
on Friday.
has been established.
- ---- -

This uniquely styled handbook
covers policies and procedures,
Intramural Sports, Sports Clubs,
Recreation Information , Intramural Hall of Fame ... plus
everything you want to know
about lntramurals and Recreation
at Kean College. The Handbooks
are free and a copy can be obtained at D-114, D'Angola Gym.

Wednesday

Evening

-

-

Thursday

,-·- ----------------INTRAMURAL
SPORTS

DI\IISION Of

DJ

1

REW\RD

tlj ,SO Per game

KEAN COUEGE
DEPARTMENT OF INTRAMURAL-RECREATIONAL SPORTS
INTRAMURALSPORTSCAlENDAR
MEN AND WOMEN
SPRING 1981
SPORT
Five-Player Basketball
Racquetball±
Basketball Freethrow
Badminton±
Darts

Co-Rec Two-Player Basketball
Wrestling
Dance Contest
Co-Rec Softball

Tennis (Singles and Doubles)_f:
Frisbee Golf

ENTRY
DEADLINE*

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING••

Feb. 6
.Feb. 10
Feb. 6
Feb. 10
••••on-site registration••••
Feb. 20
Feb. 24
••••on-site registration••••
Feb. 27
Mar. 3
Mar. 6
Mar. 10
Mar. 13
Mar. 17
Apr. 3
Apr. 7
Apr. 24
Apr. 28
••••on-site registration••••

1¥£aPIAJm.!Aifcd~OO~
CONTEST
DATE

Feb.-24
Mar. 26

Mar. 19
Apr. 28

Sign up for the above activities in the Intramural-Recreational Sports Office as an Individual Player, or
pick up a roster for a Tearn Entry.

- -

•All entires due by 12:00 noon on the dates indicated.
••All individuals or team captains MUST attend these meetings. Organizational meetings will take
place during College Hoor (Tuesday, 1:40 • 2:55 p.m.) in Room 0-125, O'Angola Gymnasium.
± A Co-Rec division will also be offered in these activities.
For further information on tournaments with on-site registration, contact the Intramural-Recreational
Sports Office.
·

DEPAITMENT Of INTIAMUIAL-llfCIEATIONAl SPOITS
D-114, D' ANGOlA GYMNASIUM - 527-2229

Part Time Hours - Good Pay

Basketball begins Feb. 17th and · The. Department of Intramural-Recreational Sports is looking.
for prospective basketball officials~ A training ~ink will ·
Five

Player

be held Feb. 12th at 7:30 p.m. in D-125 D'Anffla' Gym.
, If you are interested please sign up in D-114 D'Afflola
Gym on or before Feb. 12th.

--------- -

.

_.

...,

- -----

SPORTS CLUBS
Re-Organizational Meeting
Feb. 17
1:40 - 2:55 .
(College Hour)
Students-'Faculty-Staff All Welcome!
Spring 1981 Sports aubs
Ski Club
Yoga Club
n- - e Club
Water 'Ballet
-.. ,-•~r Lift
Scuba.Club
l . ·:· L 1t Field
Karate Club
Sli11111astics
Bike Packing
• ALL ADVISORS ILL BE P S T

·

~-SKATERS
~~
STUN OCEAN
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by Nicky Fotiu

Coming off a disastrous loss at Army and a poor outing
n a victory over lowly Stonybrook, Kean hockey coc,tch
rom O'Donnell and his coaching staff wondered if the
Squires could get themselves up for their biggest game of
the season; Monday nights Eastern Division showdown at
D(:ean County.
"No problem," said Don
Gamberdella, Kean's popular
senior center. "That's why we' re
called the Express."
No problem indeed as the
Sql!ires dumped the favore'd
Ocean Dragons 4-1 to take sole
possession of first place in the
· Eastern Division of · the
Metropolitan Collegiate Hockey
League. Mitch Edwards, Bob
' Guimaraes, Mike McGrath and
Dan Celinao scored for the
Squires (13-4-2) and - (10-2-1) in
the MCHL as Kean dominated the
Dragons from start to finish .
" We' re on our way," O'Donnell cried in the emotional Kean
locker room after the game. " Our
best game to date, if we play _like
this, no beats the Express."
Edwards, playing with a painful
right thumb, gave the Express a
1-0 lead with 8:27 left in the first
.- period, beating Ocean goalie Bob
Blair. Gamberdella and Rob
- Rohlander picked up the assists.
. Guimaraes opened the Kean lead ·
to 2-0, four minutes into the se. cond period as the Express took
advantage of a Dragon laps off a.
faceoff. High scoring Chad Reiber
picked up his 35th point of the
season with the assist.
Mike McGrath, impressive
Squire sophomore, all 'but iced
the victory early in the final
period, deflecting a drive from the
µ<?int past Blair to give Kean a 3-0
advantage. Ocean finally managed to slip one by Kean goalie Lou
Nyitray to cut the lead to 3-1 with
7 minutes to go but the Express
. hung on . Dan Celiano added the.
empty net score with just :16
seconds left.
The week did not begin all that
well for the Express as they were

given a lesson by the Knights of
the Hudson last Friday afternoon.
Kean was bombed by the Army
'. 'B" team 12-0, however do not
be fooled by the final score. The
Express played a pretty good
game. Coach O' Donnell perhaps
explained it best." What it comes
down to are potential Division I
players who skate every day
against the Divison Ill player who
gets no real assistance. I hope we
never see them again ."
Fol lowing the Army game, Kean
faced division foe, Stonybrook
and came away with a sloppy 3-1
win. The Exprss trailed 1-0 after
the first period and left the ice
after period two with only a 1-1 tie
on a goal by Mitch Edwards with 6
minutes left in the second stanza.
Don Gamberdella picked up the
assist and with the point became
the all-time Kean College scoring
leader with 131 career points,
passing the mark of 130 set by
former captain Mike Griffin.
As usual, the Squires dominated
the final period, scoring twice in
the final 11 minutes to knock off
the Patroites. Bob Guimaraes
gave the Express the lead · off a
scramble in front of the
Stonybrook net, Reiber and Bob
Roche picked up assists. Roche
added the empty" net tally on an
assit from Reiber with 34 seconds
left to ice Kean's 12th win of the
season .
Lou Nyitray, once again, was
· spectacular in the Kean nets. The
Summit native stopped 31 shots
~gainst Stonybrook and 27 in
Kean's big victory over Ocean
County.
The Squires return home this
Monday night to face Southern
Connecticut in a key MCHL con-

test. A Kean victory would allow
the Squires to clinch the Division
title in the Nassau Coliseum on
Feb. 17th against Stonybrook.
Game time for So. Connecticut is
8 pm at Branchbrook Ice Center:Kean then faces Seton Hall
University on Wednesday Feb.
11th at Branchbrook in a rare
10:15 pm start. For further information and directions co'ntact
coach Tom O ' Donnell or coa ch
George Edmondson at 289-2190 ·
or 527-2435.
ICE CHIRPS - Skaters preparing
for strech run ... Tevnan' s atten. dance is picking up - Welcome
back Pete! ... line of the week
reluctantly goes to Coach O' Donnell - " We win agin!" .. . Reiber
· comes in with high team cum of
3.7 - Kind of amazing, ain' t it ...
We' re havin' a party .. . A certai n
someone should watch what he
· iets other people do to him ...
Prim misses big Squ ire Ocean win
- Lou ie the snake returns .. . Army was an experience ... Calise
gets honorable mention Line of
the Week for this one in the Dining Hall at Army- "-Hay, got any
more bread?" . .. Roche. and
friends will be going on comedfy
tour at the end of the season .. .
Shaggy also plans on doing some
Hoover commercials gotta
watch out for those low flyiRg
frisbees ... Amy, what's you gon. na do? ... Rolo at the Army game
- "I can't hit them if I can't catch
them" ... Aloha, Mitch! O ' Donnel
and Edmondson big hit at MCHL
Winter Meetings ... O'D is the
. Rules Director - what will they
think of next ... How come no
one will join the Brian Davis Fan
Club? ... Who' s Brian Davis? ...
Dick Cheese, Harry .. . Burgoyne
fi nally laughed on the bus after
the Ocean game .. . Pica almost
missed it ... Get your playoff
tickets, now! ... Now we know
where that chicken came from at
this summer's team party! .. . Spring League is almost here - Gumby and Lang are in secret training
... So. ~onn - Be there, Aloha!

WOMEN CAGERS
UP AND DO WN
The women then took the
traveling road down to I ownson
The Kean women' s basketball Maryland for the Townson lnvitateam came through with a couple tional Tournament and the
of losses that were bad but Squirettes dropped both th~ir
garnered tough, gritty, impressive games. They lost to Loyola (Md.)
w ins. ,
and to Morgan State:
The Sq uirettes started off very
So Pat Harmnisch's bunch were
im pre ssively
by wi nning onafourgame losingstreak w hen
Ch ristmas Classic here at Kean.
they w ent to W est Chester and
In the first round they trounced • beat them 60-58 and then made 2
Central Connecticut 41-76, Janice in a 'row by edgi ng Townson
Berry ai;id De_bbie Hanna had 21 60-59.
points each, while Kathy Scully
The w inning streak lasted exacthad 23 poi nts in defeat for Central ly 4 days as they ran into the
Con necticut.
Buhetter of Seton Hall in South
Then they met Iona for the Orange and got stu ng 80-69.
- championship game blew the Which leads .us up to their last
gales out 76-53 . Angel Lombard i game on the 31st agai nst New
w as high scorer with 21. Jan Berry Haven and x-ed out tnei r seventh
had 12 while M .V.P. Debbie Han- win against ni ne defeats when
na had 10.
they beat New Haven 70-69.
The Squ irettes next went to take
The w omen now set up for the
on St. Peter's and prom ptly got stretch run. To make the run easy
blow n out 96-60 as seven St. they play the next 7 of 9 games at
Peter's w omen scored in dou ble home. So come out and give
fi gures.
them your support.
by Bryan Davis

ISLES STANDING T'ALL

one of the most physical teams in
b y Joe Pietanza
W ith the Knicks barely playing hockey. We'll see if playing in
.500 ball, the Nets struggling to that fashion will make them a betwin a game a week, and the ter team in the long run.
The other team that shares
Rangers who have had more than
their share of problems, the New Madison Square Garden is 30-22
York Islanders have been the only and 13 games out of first. After an
11-3 start they have been playing
bright spot of local sports lately.
The Islanders who sit at the top · mediocre basketball and have
of the Patrick Division are playing been taking heat from the press
good hard hockey. They are ex- and the fans that they've had trouciting and one player who hasn't ble handling.
The New Jersey Nets who are
received the attention he deserves
(Mike Bossy) is finally getting it.
15-39 and 29 games out of first are
Bossy who scored 50 goals in 50 playing in a word, poor. The Nets
games and who is probably the who have a new coach, and are
best goal scorer sin,:e Maurice " oh so young" in the player per"The Rocket" Richard wasn't sonnel department have made
really noticed until last week many mistakes thi s season and
you can obviously see the results.
when he accomplished the feat.
The team from Long Island has Actually, I should point out that
the most points of any team in the two blunders were made by
NHL. They lead second place former . Net coa c h Ke v in
Philadelphia by 9 points and the Loughery. Trading Edd ie Jordan ·
last place New York Rangers by and letting George Johnson go
have cost the Nets a possible .500
30 (at the time of this writing).
The Rangers who have made a season. Instead of working their
by Mike Kinney
Other Kean athletes, the 111<es of five days, however, as the Squires few moves to improve their team rooki es in slowly they have
have improved, but they still have thrown them into the fire when
While the majority of us were Larry Wilcox (134), Benny LaSala
suffered simultaneous setbacks in
to
improve more. They can afford they were obviously not ready.
relaxi ng during the winter break,
a
tri-match
involving
Montclair
.
(177) and heavyweight, Charlie
All the local teams except for
to lose only so many games or
wrestling with nothing more
Whittaker, also scored impressive State and Upsala College. Both
blow their chance of making the the Nets have a chance to make
strenuous than a cold bottle of wins in several matches.
schools proved domineering over
playoffs. The reacquisition of Nick the playoffs. They' re coming
beer, the Kean College grappler~
The wrestlers opened the our boys as they lost 45-9 and
Fotiu so far has made a big dif- down the homestretch and we'll
were spending tl:!eir time, facing
50-12,
respectively.
month, and a new year on a winnference a_nd the Rangers are now see what haooens.
extrememly tough opponents,
Two bright spots can be found
ing note, as they routed N.Y.U.,
both in conference and out of 31-16 on January ninth.
in defeat, though, and they are in ,
state.
This triumph was highlighted by the names of Art Boub (158) and
While the Squires struggled
six individual victories by Pysniak, Benny LaSala who .scored the only
with a dissappointing 1-5 January Wil_cox, Reiss, Danny Alvarez Kean victories over the Montclair ·white" subduing another from the match which lasted a grueling
record, several individuals such as (167), LaSala and Whittaker, in- Indians. Boub's pin of Augi Lorio
rock quarry, clad in red and 6:39.
Ed Reiss (150 pound weight class)
cluding four pins by Pysniak, in 7:42 was termed by coach
Glassboro State _served as
white.
and Mike Pysniak (126) enjoyed a
LaSala, ,Whittaker and a 1:00 George Montgomery as an " outlaSala also persevered im- Kean's opponent, last Thu rsday
month worth commendation -as
" grounding" from Wilcox over standing match." And what could
pressively over the Indians' Pat and once again,- our boys suffered
·they tallied four and three per- opposition, Larry Chin.
be more delighfful then watching
fazzine in the 177 pound match- another rough defeat.
- sonal victories, respectively.
The flavor of victory lasted only an athlete in the " blue • and
However , the names of
up.
Fellow student, Mike Hughes, Pysniak, Wilcox, Reiss, Boub and
who w as pre sent at this Whittaker are mentioned again as
show down stated that " these they all enjoyed victories over the
were two of the most unpredic- guys from South Jersey. Whittable victories in the an nals of taker, the squad's heavyweight,
had the most impressive victory
Kean College wrestling.
Next, on the grappler's agenda with a pin over Mike Suk in an
was Brooklyn College who gainea elapsed time of 1:15.
Wm. Paterson H 8 :00
Women's Basketball
Thurs., Feb. 5
So, while the month of January
the upper-hand a hard fought
confrontation with the stubborn was hardly prosperous, concernGlassboro State A 8:00
Men's Bas ketball Fri., Feb.- 6
Squire squad . Posting splo con- ing the team's record, several opMets
Wrestling
quests in the 31 -21 setback, were positions, found out, much to their
Mike Madonia (142) and Ed Reiss dismay, that a few vanguard grapMets
Wrestling
(150) who handled their New pler~ were not only fair, but highly
Sat., Feb. 7
Yori< adversaries, Phil Eisenberg reputable athletes.
East Stroudsberg H 4 :00
Women's Basketball
Although the wrestling squad is
(19-4) and Keith Harary (25-10)
presently laboring through a
with. relative ease.
Monmouth
A
8:00
Men's
Basketball
Mon., Feb. 9
On the 24th, the Squires ex- 1-10-1 season, the names of
Pysniak, Wilcox, Reiss, Boub,
perienced yet another loss from
Wagner H 7:00
Tues., Feb. 10 - Women's Basketball
the extra strong Seton Hall team . LaSala and Whittaker, will un.. .
In th.is defeat, Pysniak and Reiss : doubtedly shine on as top per- ·
Stoc kton State H 8:15
Men's Basketball
Wed., Feb. 11
scored personal wins, including formers ·on the wrestling mats,
FDU-Madison A 4:00
Wrestling
the latter's pin over the Pirates' strewn about their future paths of
Jerry Caprio, in an exceptionaf travel.

GRAPPLE RS· FIGHT SLUMP

THl·S WEEK IN SPORTS0

